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No. 234 of 1991
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	BETWEEN:
Plaintiff	BERND MATZAT

	AND:
First Defendant	THE GOVE FLYING CLUB INC

	AND:
Second Defendant	THE DARWIN AERO CLUB INC


	AND:
Third Defendant	MAF-AIR SERVICES PTY LTD

	AND:
Fourth Defendant	THE ESTATE OF DUNCAN 
	ALEXANDER NICHOLL

	AND:
Fifth Defendant	AUSTRALIAN AVIATION 
	UNDERWRITING POOL PTY LTD

	AND:
Sixth Defendant	CE HEATH CASUALTY AND 
	GENERAL INSURANCE LIMITED



CORAM:  MILDREN J

	REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
	(Delivered Wednesday 27 November 1996)

1.	Introduction

	This is an action for damages for personal injuries suffered by the plaintiff and, pursuant to the Compensation (Fatal Injuries) Act, in respect of the death of the plaintiff’s wife, caused as the result of the alleged negligence of Duncan Alexander Nicholl (now deceased) and of the first, second and third defendants, which led to a Cessna aircraft 172N owned by the Gove Flying Club Incorporated (“GFC”) crashing at Lake Evella on 1 July 1989.

	The plaintiff and his then wife, Claudia Matzat, having both moved to Nhulunbuy to take up positions with Nabalco Pty Ltd at that company’s bauxite mine, approached Mr Nicholl, an employee of GFC, and a qualified pilot and trainer, to undergo certain flying training.  It is alleged that Mr Nicholl was also the servant or agent of the second defendant, Darwin Aero Club Incorporated (“DAC”), or the borrowed servant of GFC in relation to the flying school operations undertaken at Gove.  On 1 July 1989, arrangements had been made for Mr Nicholl to take Mrs Claudia Matzat on a navigation flying exercise as part of her training.  The plaintiff and a child by the name of Susan Bitterlich was also on board the aircraft when it took off from Gove airfield on the morning of 1 July.  The aircraft landed at Lake Evella, a remote community in northern Arnhemland.  After the plaintiff, Mrs Claudia Matzat and the child had visited a store at Lake Evella, all four persons embarked onto the aircraft which again took off.  Mrs Claudia Matzat piloted the aircraft on take-off.  She operated the aircraft from the left hand front seat.  Mr Nicholl occupied the right hand front seat and was pilot in command.  Shortly after the aircraft became airborne, it developed engine trouble, and crashed into trees to one side of the cleared area at the end of the airstrip.  The aircraft caught fire and the plaintiff and Mr Nicholl were severely burned.  Only the plaintiff survived the crash.

	It is alleged against the third defendant, Maf-Air, that it was responsible for the maintenance of the aircraft, and that the engine failure was due to its negligence.

	The fifth defendant had issued certain policies of insurance to DAC.  The plaintiff claims a charge on all insurance monies payable in respect of those policies pursuant to the provisions of s26(1) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act and certain declaratory relief.

	The sixth defendant is the insurer of GFC.  The plaintiff claims that it has a charge over monies payable under that policy pursuant to the provisions of s26(1) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act and in relation to that defendant also seeks certain declaratory relief.

	The writ in this matter was never served upon the fourth defendant and accordingly the action proceeded only against the other defendants.

	As to the action against GFC, it filed a defence to the statement of claim as it originally stood before it was subsequently amended, and initially appeared at the directions hearings which were conducted by me in accordance with O48 of the Supreme Court Rules.  On 10 November 1993 I gave leave to the solicitors for GFC to cease to act.  Thereafter GFC showed no interest in the proceedings and did not appear at the trial.  In those circumstances r49.02 of the Supreme Court Rules applies.  That rule sets out a number of alternatives which the Court may adopt including, vide r49.02(1)(b), that the Court “may proceed with the trial generally or so far as concerns a claim for relief in the proceedings”.  That is the course that was adopted in this case.  I was not asked to strike out GFC’s defence and enter judgment in accordance with r49.02(1)(d)(ii).  Accordingly, so far as GFC is concerned, the plaintiff must establish by the evidence adduced at the trial that it was entitled to succeed against GFC on the basis of the issues as determined by the pleadings:  see Banque Commerciale S.A., En Liquidation v Akhil Holdings Limited (1990) 169 CLR 279.  So far as the issues between the plaintiff and GFC are concerned, they are confined by the state of the pleadings as they were before the statement of claim was amended unless it can be shown that GFC had an opportunity to be heard in relation to any of the proposed amendments thereto.  So far as concerns the allegations of negligence and the particulars of negligence alleged against the pilot, Nicholl, for which it is alleged that GFC is vicariously liable, there were in fact no amendments made to the allegations contained in the original statement of claim.

	As to the action against Maf-Air Services Pty Ltd, that action was settled during the course of the hearing on certain terms which were not disclosed to the Court.  As to the action against the sixth defendant, CE Heath Casualty and General Insurance Limited, that action was likewise settled on terms not disclosed to the Court, that settlement having been announced at the commencement of the hearing.  In relation to both of those actions, liberty was granted to the plaintiff to discontinue those actions on certain terms.

	This left only the actions against GFC, DAC and Australian Aviation Underwriting Pool Pty Ltd (“the Pool”) remaining for resolution.  Consequently, the issues remaining to be decided were narrowed to the following questions:

1.	Whether or not the plaintiff has established that the pilot, Nicholl, was guilty of negligence.

2.	If ‘yes’ to (1) above, is the first defendant or the second defendant or both of them liable to the plaintiff?

3.	If DAC is liable to the plaintiff, is DAC entitled to indemnity under either of the policies of insurance issued by the Pool?

4.	If the plaintiff is successful against any of the defendants, what damages should be assessed?

	The first question is whether the plaintiff has established that the pilot, Nicholl, was guilty of negligence.



2.	The Alleged Negligence of the Pilot, Nicholl

	2.1	The Aircraft

		It is necessary to make some formal findings about the aircraft involved in the crash in this matter.  The aircraft was a Cessna 172N, registered number VH-RWQ.  It was equipped with seats for four passengers.  The aircraft had a single piston engine, an Avco Licoming, fuelled by aviation gas.  The gas tanks were situated in the aircraft’s wings. The aircraft was high winged with a fixed undercarriage.  It was equipped with dual controls. The normal position for the pilot is on the left side of the aircraft but it can be flown from the right side.  Most of the instrument gauges are situated on the left hand side of the instrument panel.  Some important controls such as the carburettor heat control knob, the throttle, the mixture control knob, the rudder trim control lever, the elevator trim control wheel and the fuel selector valve handle are centrally located on the console.  The master switch is to be found to the extreme left of the instrument panel (see Ex D18, p7-6 and 7-7).  The aircraft was fitted with a stall warning system which activated a warning horn at 5 to 10 knots above stall in all flight conditions (see Ex D18, p4-17 and 7-34).

		The engine ignition was provided by an engine driven duel magneto, and two spark plugs in each cylinder. The right magneto fires the lower right and upper left spark plugs and the left magneto fires the lower left and upper right spark plugs.  Normal operation is conducted with both magnetos.  The ignition and starter operation is controlled by a rotary type switch which has five positions, “off”, “right”, “left”, “both” and “start”.  The “right” and “left” positions are for checking purposes and emergency use only.  In normal operations the magneto should be in the “both” position (see Ex D18 p7-18).  However, if one magneto fails or is turned off by placing the switch to the “right” or “left” position, the engine will still operate although there will be a slight fall in revs.

		The aircraft has a climb speed for a normal take-off of between 70 to 80 KIAS (knots indicated air speed, i.e. the speed shown on the air speed indicator and expressed in knots).  The aircraft is not designed for purely aerobatic flight and certain aerobatic manoeuvres are prohibited according to the pilot’s operating handbook (Ex D18 p2-7, 2-8).  The maximum angle of bank permitted is not more than 60 degrees. The manual states at page 2-8 that “the air plane is clean in aerodynamic design and will build up speed quickly with the nose down”.  According to the evidence of Mr Moore, an expert called on behalf of the Pool, the aircraft has a gliding ratio of between 1:9 and 1:12 with the propeller windmilling. Mr Moore extrapolated from figure 3-1 at p3-11 of Ex D18 that the pilot’s operating handbook suggested a gliding ratio of 1:9.2 in those circumstances.  I should add that the glide ratio is affected by wind and whether or not the flaps are up.  If the flaps are down the glide ratio will be less than 1:9.  (trans p1317).

		The aircraft had other characteristics which both of the experts, Mr Bradford and Mr Moore, commented upon.  These will be dealt with in detail later.

	2.2	The Pilot - Duncan Alexander Nicholl

		Mr Nicholl was 21 years of age at the time of the accident, having been born on 13 January 1968.  He lived in Blakehurst, New South Wales, and was engaged by GFC in December 1988.  It is likely that he arrived in Darwin from New South Wales in January 1989.  He was already a grade 2 flying instructor.  He was evaluated by Mr Edwin Plenty, DAC’s chief flying instructor, in January 1989.  Mr Plenty concluded that he was a “very high standard grade 2 flying instructor” (trans p988).  By this time he had already had one renewal of his grade 2 instructor rating.  He was thus qualified and authorised by the Civil Aviation Authority to train students up to and including commercial pilot licence standard and was permitted to send students on their first solo flight without any direct supervision.  The witness, Igor Janco, who is also a pilot, did part of his training with Mr Nicholl.  Mr Janco said that he was impressed with Mr Nicholl’s professional approach to pilot training and that he displayed patience and care in the air during instruction.

		Mr Nicholl was also interviewed at Gove on 28 February 1989 by the examiner of airmen on behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority and was approved to carry out the duties of chief pilot for the Gove Flying Club in accordance with Civil Aviation Order 82.

		I am satisfied that Nicholl was a competent pilot and flying instructor and that he was duly authorised to instruct the plaintiff and his late wife at the time of the crash.

	2.3	The Plaintiff and Claudia Matzat

		The plaintiff was born on 17 July 1954.  After graduating from secondary school in 1973 he joined the German airforce.  At that stage he was 18.  He was not trained as an airforce pilot.  He obtained a private civilian pilot’s licence in 1975.  After he left the airforce in 1975, he did a course in chemical engineering at the University of Dortmund and after 6 years he completed a Masters degree.  Upon graduation he obtained employed with Dupont.

		Throughout the plaintiff’s period of time in Germany he maintained his private licence by flying not less than the minimum requirement of 24 hours within two years.

		The plaintiff met his wife Claudia, who was also working with Dupont.  She also had a Masters degree in chemical engineering and a pilot’s licence.  Neither the plaintiff nor his wife joined a flying club.  They preferred to charter aircraft and engage any instructors that they needed privately.  Both had previously flown Cessna 172 aircraft.  The plaintiff estimated that he had approximately 250 hours previous experience as pilot in command of an aircraft prior to the accident and that Claudia had about 70 hours such experience.

		Following the Chernobyl disaster in 1986, the plaintiff and his former wife became interested in seeing other parts of the world and planned a holiday in Australia over Christmas/New Year 1987-88.  Before leaving on this holiday they both applied for employment in Australia as chemical engineers.  During their holiday they engaged in some flying around Sydney and Bankstown and also were interviewed by Nabalco Pty Ltd which offered them employment.  The plaintiff and Claudia Matzat arrived in Australia to live here permanently in early March 1989 and arrived in Gove in early May.  The plaintiff and his first wife thought Gove was a tropical paradise.  They were happy in their work, they made friends quickly, and they joined a 4-wheel drive club.  Their German pilots’ licences were not valid in Australia and they needed to undergo further training in order to pursue this interest.  Through someone at work they discovered there was an aeroclub at Gove and Mr Matzat was provided with a telephone number which he rang.  As a consequence, he met Mr Nicholl at GFC’s premises and discussed the requirements for them to complete their training.  According to the plaintiff he or his wife Claudia had already undergone some training with Mr Nicholl prior to the flight on 1 July.

	2.4	The Events on 1 July 1989

		Some time on the morning of 1 July, the plaintiff and Mrs Claudia Matzat arrived at the Gove airfield. Arrangements had also been made for the child, Susan Bitterlich, to go on the flight and she also arrived.  Prior to the flight there was a general briefing at GFC’s premises at the airfield conducted by Mr Nicholl.  The purpose of the flight was a navigation exercise.  The flight involved taking off from Gove, flying to Lake Evella and returning back again.  Although the plaintiff believes that there was no plan to land at Lake Evella, I am satisfied that the original flight plan envisaged this landing.  Claudia Matzat and Mr Nicholl prepared a flight plan which was lodged with air traffic control.  At all times it was envisaged that Claudia Matzat would be the person undergoing the training. Mrs Matzat conducted pre-flight checks whilst the aircraft was still on the ground and when this was completed all four persons embarked into the aircraft.  Mr Matzat was in the right rear seat, Miss Bitterlich was in the left rear seat, Mr Nichol was in the right front seat and Claudia Matzat occupied the left front seat.  The aircraft taxied to the runway, the usual run-ups were done and the aircraft took off.  During the course of the flight, Miss Bitterlich complained of being thirsty.  Mr Matzat asked those in the front of the aircraft if something could be done about that and it was indicated to him that there were facilities available at Lake Evella.  Shortly after that the aircraft landed at Lake Evella and taxied to a small shed to the side of the runway.  There Mr Matzat met three aboriginal women who offered to drive them into the township.  Mr Nicholl remained with the aircraft.  After the drinks were purchased, Mr Matzat, Mrs Claudia Matzat and Susan Bitterlich walked back to the airfield.  According to Mr Matzat it was not a long walk but it was a very hot and sticky day with no wind at ground level.  When they returned to the aircraft Mr Nicholl was sitting in the plane.  He made the remark that they had better get going.  The other three got into the aircraft, occupying the same positions as previously, the aircraft started up and straight away taxied to the western end of the runway where it stopped for a couple of seconds before taking off.  Mr Matzat was unable to recall any run-ups being done before the take-off.  According to Mr Matzat the aircraft lifted off at a point between the access road to the strip and a bald spot shown in photograph Ex P10.  He indicated that lift off was no further than that particular bald spot.  He said that it was not that he recollected seeing that particular spot but he indicated that what he remembered was that the point of lift off “would have been about no more than half way between the access road and the remaining runway but close to it” (trans p64).  He said that the point of lift off would have been less than three-quarters of the total length of the runway and more likely about two-thirds.  He said that after it began to climb it got to about the end of the runway and all of a sudden the engine spluttered and ran intermittently, “like on and off and on and off”.  He heard Nicholl yell “Oh, no”, and could see that Nicholl had the controls of the aircraft in his hands.  In cross-examination he said he saw Nicholl’s hands flying over the controls, and agreed that, although he could not see exactly what Nicholl did, it was consistent with his doing trouble shooting checks.  A second or so later, he saw the aircraft’s nose go down.  The aircraft then banked to the right severely, perhaps as much as 50-60 degrees very abruptly.  Believing the aircraft was about to crash he grabbed Susan Bitterlich, put his right arm across his face, looked to the right through the right window and saw the top of the trees coming at him.  He said at that stage the trees appeared to him to be very close, and he could see large trees.  His next recollection was opening his eyes and seeing the sky.  Then he heard voices and he heard a scream.  He recalls hearing some engine noises and his next recollection is awakening some weeks later in what turned out to be a hospital in Adelaide.  Mr Matzat was cross-examined as to the details of his recollections at length.  It will be necessary to refer to this later, but in general terms I accept this account.

		Evidence was also given by Alan Colbert, a commercial pilot employed by the third defendant, who had been based at Lake Evella between November 1988 and February 1990.  At the time Mr Colbert was at Lake Evella at his home, about 500 metres to the south of the runway.  He heard the aircraft land at the airstrip and being familiar with the aircraft which normally land there assumed it was GFC’s Cessna 172. Later he heard the aircraft start up and he heard it taxi.  He says he heard the engine run-ups and the aircraft take-off.  He said that there was nothing in the sounds that he heard at that stage which were abnormal.  The next thing he heard was a noise which he put down to a person pulling the power away from the engine, then silence for a second or two, then a pop and then there was no more noise (trans 1192).  He described the popping as a noise similar to a car backfiring.  He said that he did not hear the engine surging at any stage and after the popping he heard nothing more.  As a consequence, he went to investigate.  He drove in his vehicle to the airport and along the edge of the airport he saw smoke coming from the bush.  He drove as close to where the smoke was coming from as he could, parked his car and then walked in the direction of the smoke.  As he got closer, he saw flames and realised that the aircraft was on fire.  He said that he then heard a cry for help and came across Mr Nicholl who had been obviously badly burned.  He said that he got him to sit down and then proceeded towards the wreck of the aircraft.  On the way he came across the plaintiff who was then still walking but also badly burned and had obviously broken one of his wrists.  He took him to where he had left Mr Nicholl, then went off for help back at the township.  After attending to matters there he returned to the airstrip to look for more survivors.  After learning that the other two occupants of the aircraft had died he returned to Mr Nicholl and had a conversation with him.  This conversation was admitted into evidence without objection.  Mr Nicholl told Mr Colbert that he had had a partial engine failure.  He said that the aircraft had taken off further along the length of the airstrip then he thought it should have done and that they were climbing at a speed faster than what he would have desired.  Mr Nicholl said that the aircraft was climbing at 80 knots rather than at 73 knots.  When the partial engine failure occurred Mr Nicholl took over and checked the fuel mixture.  He said that he was running out of runway and that he pulled off the power, and selected full flap.  He said that he was attempting to land in what was left of the runway and the overrun, saw that he was running out of space and turned into the wind.  He said that he clipped a tree and that he was thrown out of the aircraft after it had caught on fire.

	2.5	The Lake Evella Airstrip

		The airfield is located at 1230 south latitude and 13548 east longitude.  It has a gravel surface and runs approximately east-west.  It is located to the north of the township and to the north of Lake Evella itself.  The strip at the eastern end in particular is surrounded by fairly dense timber approximately 15-20 metres in height (see photographs Ex P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, annex A1 to the report Ex P27 and Ex D6(4)).  A survey of the eastern end of the runway was prepared by Sleeman Dunkley Treacy Pty Ltd, consulting engineers, annex B, app 3 to Ex D6.  This shows that the land at the cleared end of the runway from the eastern gables at the end of the strip slopes away towards the tree line at the eastern end of the runway.  At a point 407.3 metres east of the gables the survey indicates that the ground was 15.5 metres below the level at the end of the runway (see the position marked E on Ex D6, annex B, app 3 and trans p1163).  The total cleared area was approximately 500 metres from the end of the eastern gables.  The eastern overrun is approximately 275 metres wide.  The cleared area is wider on the southern side of the extension of the airstrip into the cleared area than it is on the northern side.  Exhibit D6 annex B app 4 indicates that the cleared area on the northern side of the centre line was just over 100 metres wide whilst on the southern side it was in the vicinity of 160 metres wide.  The survey indicated also that the land at the place of the accident site was approximately 13.6 metres below the height of the level of the land at the end of the eastern gables. Consequently, the land slopes from west to east and from south to north.

		No surveys were taken of the strip itself, all reference points being from the eastern gables.  The report of Mr Moore (Ex D6) suggests (annex B par 33) that there is a slope of .5 down to the west indicating that the eastern gables is probably the highest point along the axis of the airfield.  It would appear from Mr Moore’s report (annex B para 35) that the total take-off length of runway was 1043 metres and that pilots generally used the area between the runway threshold and the eastern gables.

		The actual crash site, which is plotted on the map (annex B app 4) to Mr Moore’s report, is beyond the tree line some 20 or 30 metres from the south eastern corner of the overrun.

		The map (annex B app 4) was prepared from a composite survey photograph, Ex D6(4), taken 29 August 1991.  The crash site is still visible and as is the 1991 tree line.  The scale drawing, annex B app 4, closely corresponds with the Sleeman Dunkley survey, drawing no. 3765-01/A (part of annex B app 3).  It is however important to bear in mind that the threshold of the airstrip shown in those drawings does not physically exist (see the photographs) and as Mr Moore himself points out in his report, the strip was in fact used up to the end of the gables.

		At the time of the accident the overrun was overgrown with bushes and small saplings up to 6 feet in height.

	2.6	The Crash Site

		This has already been partly described above.  The crash site is 24 to the south of the centre line ascribed to the runway as measured from the presumed threshold.  However, that does not mean that the aircraft went through a heading change of 24.  Mr Moore indicates that the heading changes in the order of 84 from the standard runway centre line to the right based on the wreckage and impact trail and the plaintiff’s expert, Mr Bradford, thought that the heading change was in the area of 90.  It appears from the physical evidence at the scene that the wings of the aircraft came in contact with tree trunks some 7 or so metres from ground level, that at least one if not both of the wings were torn off the aircraft thereby rupturing the fuel lines and possibly the tanks allowing aviation gasoline to escape and catch fire.  The physical evidence also indicates that the aircraft had fully extended its flaps at the time of the crash (see Ex D6 annex B ann 10 and Ext P18, photos 6 and 10).

		Annex C of Ex P27 indicates that the aircraft port wing struck a branch of a tree 7.3 metres above ground level and that the left side of the aircraft at the left wing route struck a tree 6 metres above ground level.  Mr Bradford’s report indicates that the aircraft was probably close to wings level flight at a glide angle of about 10; on impact with a large tree the flight path angle increased to about 24, and the aircraft struck the ground in a reasonably level and flat attitude but with a high rate of descent and a low forward speed.  His inspection of the crash site indicated that the left hand fuel tank probably failed on impact with a large tree and that the right hand fuel tank may have failed on impact with the ground.  The centre section and most of the fuselage were consumed by the intense fuel fire which followed the crash.

		There is no evidence as to whether or not Mr Nicholl had ever flown to Lake Evella before or was familiar with that airfield.

		As to the wind conditions at the time of the flight, the evidence of Mr Matzat was that the conditions at ground level were calm.  The evidence of Mr Colbert was that the wind at ground level at the time of the accident was south easterly at 10-15 knots, however, in cross-examination Mr Colbert virtually conceded that the first time he had ever directed his mind to that question was shortly before he gave evidence before me on 7 June.  I think in these circumstances I prefer the evidence of Mr Matzat, although I accept Mr Colbert’s evidence that that is the normal prevailing wind at that time of the year.  Mr Bradford’s evidence was that the information that he had was the wind was quartering from the right at 6 knots.  Mr Bradford said (trans 519-520) that he obtained that information from the meteorological staff at Gove.  This is some 80 miles or thereabouts from Lake Evella.  At trans p520 Mr Bradford conceded that the information may not be accurate and indeed that it was quite possible that there was no wind at all at the time of the accident.

		I note that Nicholl had obviously thought that there was wind quartering from the right, if what he told Mr Colbert was the truth.  Mr Nicholl as the pilot in command would have been aware of the forecasts for Lake Evella from Gove in all probability before he left the Gove airfield.  In addition, Lake Evella ought to have had a wind sock although there is in fact no evidence that it did have one.  As an experienced pilot one would have expected Mr Nicholl to be aware of wind directions and its strength from his observations at Lake Evella whilst waiting for the others to return to the aircraft in any event.  Given the wall of trees surrounding the airfield it is possible that at ground level there was virtually no wind whilst there was some wind at or above the top of the tree level.  It may be that Mr Nicholl expected there to be some wind coming from his right quarter once he got the aircraft airborne even if conditions were still at ground level.  The only confident finding that I can reach is that there was no wind at ground level and there was a possibility of a wind of between 5 and up to 15 knots quartering from the right at higher altitudes.

	2.7	The Cause of the Partial Engine Failure

		I am satisfied that there was only a partial engine failure in this case.  The evidence of Mr Colbert and Mr Matzat is consistent with a partial engine failure.  If the engine had failed totally, it is difficult to understand why Mr Nicholl would have pulled off the power or why he himself would have described it as a partial engine failure.  Mr Matzat’s evidence, where he describes the sound of the engine at the time of the failure, is consistent with a partial engine failure.  The plaintiff led evidence concerning examinations of the engine made by experts subsequent to the crash.  There was other evidence called which bore upon the possible causes of partial engine failure.  That evidence was primarily directed to establish negligence on the part of the third defendant.  As the plaintiff has settled with the third defendant, it is no longer necessary for me to consider the cause.  Whatever the cause, I am unable to find that the pilot, Mr Nicholl, is responsible for it.

		The plaintiff alleges in par19(b) of the statement of claim that Mr Nicholl was negligent for taking off and flying the aircraft with a gross weight that was potentially dangerous in the circumstances.  This was based upon the opinion expressed by the plaintiff’s expert, Mr Bradford, in his report (Ex P27).  The allegation is disputed by Mr Moore (see his report, Ex D6).  Mr Anderson did not seek to support this allegation.  Even if the aircraft were overloaded there is no evidence that that fact contributed in any way to the cause of the crash.

		It is alleged in par19(d) that Mr Nicholl failed to carry out proper and appropriate pre-flight checks including engine run-ups or a pre-flight emergency brief.  I am satisfied that the plaintiff has not proved these allegations.  As to the pre-flight checks, there is no evidence as to whether or not they were done prior to take-off.  So far as ground checks are concerned, there is nothing to suggest that the appropriate ground checks were not carried out at Gove Airport and to the extent that it may have been necessary to have repeated any of those checks at Lake Evella, it is impossible to find that any such checks were not done.  To the extent that any further checks were necessary, they may have been attended to by Mr Nicholl whilst the plaintiff and the other passengers had gone to the shop.  As to the engine run-ups, Mr Matzat was unable to say that they were not done prior to take-off at Lake Evella.  The best he could say was that he could not recall them being done and he felt that had they been done he would have remembered them.  The evidence is that run-ups could have taken place whilst the aircraft was taxiing to the western end of the strip and that it was not necessary for the run-ups to occur whilst the aircraft was stationary. I am satisfied that Mr Matzat’s attention was not focussed on this question at the time.  On the other hand there is the evidence of Mr Colbert that he heard the run-ups as the aircraft was taxiing.  Finally, there is no evidence upon which I could find that any failure to do run-ups caused or contributed to the partial engine failure in this case.

		As to an alleged failure to carry out a pre-flight emergency briefing at Lake Evella, I am unable to find no such briefing took place.  On the evidence, an adequate briefing would have required no more from Mr Nicholl than an instruction to the pilot that if anything went wrong he would take over.  Communication between Mr Nicholl and Mrs Matzat was conducted through the aircraft’s intercom system.  The noise generated by the aircraft’s engine made it very difficult for Mr Matzat to hear any communications which may have taken place between Mr Nicholl and Mrs Matzat and from the positions in which they were seated, communication between them could have occurred without Mr Matzat being aware of it.  The fact is that Mr Nicholl took over the aircraft as soon as the partial engine failure occurred and Mrs Matzat permitted him to do so.  Even if no pre-flight emergency briefing was given by Mr Nicholl to Mrs Matzat, what was appropriate to have been done was in fact done.  Therefore, any failure to give any such briefing was not a cause of the accident.

	2.8	The Remaining Allegations of Negligence Against Nicholl

		The other allegations of negligence in par19 of the statement of claim all deal with the alleged negligent response of the pilot to the emergency created by the partial engine failure.  One of the allegations in par19(g) is that Mr Nicholl “carried out a highly dramatic flight manoeuvre post engine failure causing the Cessna to stall with a resultant loss of control, causing the crash into the trees to the right of the air strip and overrun”.  There is no evidence that the aircraft stalled.  Mr Matzat did not hear the stall warning device.  The report of the plaintiff’s expert, Mr Bradford, (Ex P27), suggests that the aircraft was in level flight and in the control of the pilot at the time it struck the first tree.  This opinion was, as I have said before, based upon the physical evidence available at the crash site.  There is simply no evidence to support the allegation in par19(g).

		The allegation in par19(e) is that Mr Nicholl “failed to carry out proper and/or post engine failure emergency procedures including failure to secure engine fuel systems and electrical system post failure”.

		The emergency procedures are described in the pilot’s operating handbook, Ex D18, p3-4, as follows:

			“ENGINE FAILURE IMMEDIATELY AFTER TAKE-OFF

			1.	Air speed -- 65 KIAS (flaps UP).
				60 KIAS (flaps DOWN).
			2.	Mixture -- IDLE CUT-OFF.
			3.	Fuel Selector Valve -- OFF.
			4.	Ignition Switch -- OFF.
			5.	Wing Flaps -- AS REQUIRED.
			6.	Master Switch -- OFF.”

		The handbook at p3-11 further states:

	“Prompt lowering of the nose to maintain air speed and establish a glide attitude is the first response to an engine failure after take-off.  In most cases, the landing should be planned straight ahead with only small changes in direction to avoid obstructions.  Altitude and air speed are seldom sufficient to execute a 180 gliding turn necessary to return to the runway.  The checklist procedures assume that adequate time exists to secure the fuel and ignition systems prior to touch down.

	After an engine failure in flight, the best glide speed as shown in figure 3-1 should be established as quickly as possible.  While gliding toward a suitable landing area, an effort should be made to identify the cause of the failure.  If time permits, an engine re-start should be attempted as shown in the checklist.  If the engine cannot be re-started, a forced landing without power must be completed.”

		Both the experts, Mr Bradford and Mr Moore, generally accepted the thrust of the procedures in the handbook.

		There was a suggestion that the master switch had not been turned off prior to the impact which was the cause of the aircraft catching fire, the fuel having been ignited by a spark from the battery.  No expert evidence was led to show that this was the probable cause of the fire, and other possible causes may be postulated.  The master switch was located on the instrument panel in a position which would have made it impossible for Mr Nicholl to have reached it, but it is possible that he may well have instructed Mrs Matzat to turn it off.  I am unable to find that Mr Nicholl was negligent in failing to turn off the master switch, or that the fire was caused in the manner suggested.

		It will be necessary to consider separately the fact that Mr Nicholl did not attempt to land in the overrun, the question of the severe banking of the aircraft to the right, and whether an inference can be drawn that Mr Nicholl failed to promptly lower the nose and establish a glide attitude:  see below.

		The allegation in par19(h) is that Mr Nicholl “failed to react or to commence appropriate recovery procedures within sufficient time following engine failure resulting in unwarranted delay in effecting post failure recovery proceedings”.  The evidence suggests that Mr Nicholl reacted immediately and promptly.  I will deal with the rest of this allegation below.

		A number of other particulars of negligence are of a general kind (see par19(a),(c),(i),(j),(l) and (m)). No evidence was led to support any of them and they were not made out.

		Next is it alleged in par19(k) that Mr Nicholl was negligent in “failing to exercise airmanship and act as a competent pilot in carrying out a hurried and ill-considered attempt to execute a turn back manoeuvre”.

		As to the alleged turn back manoeuvre, I am not satisfied that the evidence establishes that this is what Mr Nicholl was attempting to do, notwithstanding Mr Bradford’s strongly held opinion to this effect.  Mr Moore was of the opinion that the evidence did not warrant such a conclusion and I agree with him.  There are a number of reasons why I do not think that this is what Mr Nicholl attempted. First, I note that Mr Nicholl made no such claim in the account which he gave to Mr Colbert.  Of course I must treat Mr Colbert’s evidence as to what Mr Nicholl said with considerable care, but certainly what he said does not support the allegation.  Secondly, on any version of the events at the time of the partial engine failure, the aircraft was not at a sufficient height to enable it to execute a 180 turn back manoeuvre.  Given Mr Nicholl’s experience and training it seems an unlikely thing for him to have attempted.

		Thirdly, the effect of selecting full flap is to cause the aircraft to slow down and lose height.  These actions are inconsistent with an attempted turn back.

		Mr Bradford’s opinion that the pilot was attempting a turn back is essentially based on the fact that the aircraft had gone through a turn of between 84-90 and that in all the circumstances he could think of no other reason which would account for the aircraft’s course immediately before the crash. However, it seems to me that there are other possible explanations.  One is that the pilot, having decided that he had no alternative but to land in the trees, deliberately chose this area because the trees were less dense in that area.  Another is that Mr Nicholl delayed trying to land in the overrun because he was occupied in trying to correct the partial engine failure.  By the time he realised that he had no alternative but to make a forced landing, he had moved too far to the east of the overrun to land in the overrun, and veered steeply to the right in a desperate attempt to slow the aircraft down.  Suffice it to say that I am not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that he was attempting a turn back.

	2.9	Should Nicholl Have Attempted to Land in the Overrun?

		It is alleged in par19(f) of the statement of claim that he ought to have landed the aircraft in the overrun.  Indeed, this was the plaintiff’s principle case.  It was supported by the plaintiff’s expert, Mr Bradford, whose opinion was that he not only thought the pilot should have attempted to have landed in the overrun, but in his opinion in all of the circumstances, had he done so the probability is that none of the occupants of the aircraft would have suffered any serious injury.  Mr Moore, the expert called on behalf of the sixth defendant, whose evidence of course assisted all of the defendants, was firmly of the view that in the circumstances Mr Nicholl had no opportunity to land in the overrun and that a crash into the trees was inevitable.  This divergence of view is the critical issue in the case.  I propose to discuss the remaining allegations of negligence in the context of this question.

		Although there are many factors to be considered in deciding this question one way or the other, it seems to me that there are at least five critical factors.  First, the position of the aircraft relative to the eastern end of the strip at the time of the partial engine failure.  Secondly, the height of the aircraft at this time.  Thirdly, the speed of the aircraft at this time.  Fourthly, the aircraft’s glide ratio.  Fifthly, what could have been reasonably expected of a pilot with the training and skills of Mr Nicholl in all the circumstances.

	2.10	The Difference in the Approaches of the Experts

		Mr Bradford’s approach was to attempt to simulate as near he could the actual conditions at Lake Evella in a Cessna 172 aircraft similarly loaded to the aircraft used in this case and under similar conditions in an attempt to estimate the height and position at which the aircraft had reached at the time of the partial engine failure based on the pilot’s statement as to the climbing speed of the aircraft and the assertions of the pilot and of the plaintiff as to the position of the aircraft relative to the end of the runway when the partial engine failure occurred.  The end result of his tests enabled him to reach a conclusion that the partial engine failure occurred at a point when the aircraft was near the end of the runway and at a height somewhere between 50 feet and 150 feet off the ground but, more probably than not, at a height of approximately 50 feet.

		Mr Bradford’s opinion was that if the partial engine failure occurred at the end of the runway at such a height, the only reasonable option open to Mr Nicholl was to attempt to land the aircraft in the overrun.  In his opinion had he done so the aircraft could have so landed and that bearing in mind the impeding effect of the shrubs and small saplings in the overrun, it was more probable than not that the aircraft would have been brought to a halt before it had reached the trees at the end of the overrun.  If that be accepted the inference I am asked to draw is that in all probability the aircraft would not have caught fire and any injuries sustained to the occupants would have been minor.

		The broad thrust of Mr Moore’s approach was to work backwards from the crash site after conducting tests on a similar aircraft, similarly loaded and under similar conditions to determine inter alia measurements of deceleration, gliding ratios, turning performance, take-off performance, and rates of descent in various circumstances and configurations and to use this information to calculate the height and location of the aircraft relative to the end of the strip at the moment of partial engine failure.  His conclusions were, as stated in par10 of the introduction to his report, Ex D6 as follows:

			“The tests found that the take-off performance of the Cessna 172N was exactly as provided in CAA approved take-off charts (Annex B paras 32 and 44) at the rate of descent with the propeller windmilling at representative speeds was relatively high (B paras 23, 24 and 29).  Analysis of this information indicated the MPP (the most probable position) for engine failure was about 141 metres past the departure threshold of runway 08 at LAKE EVELLA, at a height of 116 feet and at a speed near 80 KIAS. (B par 48).”

		These conclusions rest on calculations set out in Appendix 12 to his report which can be summarised in this way.  The first part of the exercise is based upon the glide tests and takes into account corrections to allow for an angle of bank turn of up to 45, full flap selection on entry at a speed of 68 KIAS reducing to 60 KIAS on rollout, propeller windmilling, followed by a short full flap glide at 60 KIAS and which was all preceded by deceleration from 80 KIAS to 68 KIAS.  The result of this calculation is to be found in par10 of Appendix 12, i.e. a height of 116 feet above the threshold at a point 128 metres past the end of the runway.  A second calculation is done at pars 12-14 of Appendix 12 based on take-off/climb performances of the aircraft and arrives at a position 154 metres past the end of the runway (no height is given).  In the result the final Most Probable Position was taken to be the difference of the two figures, namely 141 metres past the end of the runway.

		Mr Moore’s analysis is highly technical and theoretical.  He clearly has a high level of understanding of the physics and mathematics necessarily involved in being able to make the kind of calculations he has done.  I should add that it was not demonstrated that any of his calculations contained any mathematical errors.

		Both experts were highly qualified men with similar backgrounds and training.  There is nothing to choose between them based on their experience and qualifications.

		As to their respective performances in the witness box, I am sure both witnesses did their best to assist the Court.  I have no doubt that they both gave truthful evidence to the best of their ability. I could not detect any academic or intellectual dishonesty.  Mr Bradford gave his evidence in a simple and forthright way.  There were some matters contained in his original report which had been commented upon in Mr Moore’s report as to which, in the light of those comments, he no longer adhered. I gained the impression Mr Bradford did not have the same command of mathematics and physics as Mr Moore. On the other hand, Mr Moore was not always a responsive witness to the cross-examiner.  His answers to questions were often long expositions which were both complex and difficult to follow.  At times I felt that he avoided answering questions although I do not accuse him of prevaricating deliberately.  In the end, both experts had their strengths and weaknesses as witnesses.  I do not prefer one to the other on the basis of credibility.

		In the result, I felt that the general approach of Mr Bradford was to be preferred to that of Mr Moore. Mr Bradford’s approach took into account the pertinent observations of those most likely to know, namely Mr Matzat and what Mr Nicholl had told Mr Colbert about the approximate position of the aircraft at the moment of partial engine failure and involved I thought fewer assumptions than were necessarily inherent in the calculations made by Mr Moore.  Some of the assumptions made by Mr Moore I thought were unwarranted on the evidence.  First is the degree of the angle of bank. I do not think much reliance can be placed on Mr Matzat’s estimate.  Indeed both experts seemed to assume a 45 angle of bank turn.  I am not satisfied that that is a safe assumption.  It may have been as much as that but on the other hand it may have been more or less.  The second point about Mr Moore’s evidence is that he conceded that his “most probable position” for engine failure could more accurately be described as the most probable place where the engine was shut down (see trans p1445), although he maintained that nevertheless “the evidence of where the wreckage ended up on the ground can’t be disputed, and if we straightened up that trajectory, from the angle that it hit the trees to straight ahead, it must fall into the trees”.  Thirdly, it seemed to me that there was an inevitability in the methodology adopted by Mr Moore in that, because he worked back from the crash site to calculate the probable point of engine failure based on glide ratios, etc, the position of the engine failure would inevitably occur at a point higher and further past the runway than might in fact have actually been the case.  The conclusion that the aircraft would inevitably crash into trees is itself inevitable if one makes calculations of this kind back from the crash site. Assumptions were also made about the precise sequence of events from the moment of engine failure (not partial engine failure) until the crash based on the presumed reaction time of the pilot, the timing of the lowering of the nose on the aircraft and its effect on the aircraft’s speed expressed in KIAS, its supposed trajectory, whether the nose was lowered before the aircraft rolled or vice versa, wind speed and direction, etc.  Mr Moore maintained that the assumptions he made were those most favourable to the plaintiff’s case, but I remain unconvinced that this was entirely so.  To give a simple example, if one eliminates wind effect from the calculations in paras 9 and 10 of Appendix 12 and makes appropriate adjustments to the calculations, the most probable position for engine failure from loss of power considerations would be 354 feet (as opposed to 420 feet) past the end of the runway.

	2.11	Findings

		I accept the evidence of the plaintiff that the aircraft began to lift off the runway at a point approximately two thirds along the total length of the runway, and that the partial engine failure occurred at a point about the end of the runway, in the vicinity of the gables.  This evidence is supported by Nicholl’s statement to Colbert that when the partial engine failure occurred ‘he was running out of runway’.  Mr Rose, counsel for the sixth defendant, submitted that the plaintiff’s evidence concerning the position of the aircraft at these points, was unreliable.  I consider that the plaintiff was a careful and honest witness, who did his best to relate to the court his actual recollections of what happened.  His recollections are substantially supported by Nicholl’s statement to Colbert.  There is no reason for me to suppose he could not have seen where the aircraft was at these points from his position inside.  His evidence is not necessarily inconsistent with the opinion of the defendant’s expert, Mr Moore.  No evidence was called to show that the aircraft could not have achieved lift off at the point indicated by the plaintiff.

		I find that the aircraft’s climbing speed was 80 knots, as stated by Nicholl to Colbert, and that the effect this had on the aircraft was to reduce its rate of climb from what it would have been had the aircraft achieved a climbing speed of 73 knots.  As to the former, this is consistent with the observations of the witness, Janco, who observed that the take-off at Gove was at a shallower angle than would be expected for a climbing speed of 73 knots, and more consistent with a rate of climb at 85 knots.  There is no evidence to suggest another climbing speed.

		The evidence of Mr Bradford is, from the tests he carried out at Lake Evella, that if the aircraft took off and climbed at 80 KIAS with zero flap and using standard techniques until airborne, the take-offs were notable for their lack of climb performance after take-off, the initial climb rate being less than 200 feet per minute, and the aircraft achieved a height of less than 50 feet above ground level when it passed the end of the runway (see Ex p27).  Based on these tests, Mr Bradford concluded that, at a point near the end of the runway, the aircraft was probably about 50 feet above the ground level, but could have been as high as 150 feet above ground level (trans p468). These tests were the subject of criticism by Mr Moore in his report (Ex D6, Annex A) but most of the points made were not pursued in cross-examination of Mr Bradford.  Mr Bradford did not pretend that his estimates of the height were precise.  The height range of 50 feet to 150 feet is not necessarily inconsistent with the heights calculated by Mr Moore.  I consider that on the balance of probabilities the aircraft was at a height of between 50 feet to 150 feet above the end of the runway when the partial engine failure began to occur; more probably nearer to 50 feet than 150 feet.

		The plaintiff’s case was, that in these circumstances, a pilot of Nicholl’s experience ought to have landed the aircraft in the overrun, and that had he attempted to do so, he would probably have avoided serious injury to the plaintiff.  The defendant’s case was that it was not unreasonable for Nicholl to have attempted to land in the trees, he was not negligent in failing to land in the overrun, and that had he attempted to land in the overrun, serious injury was not improbable.

		In part the defendant’s submission was that Nicholl could not be criticised for not landing in the overrun because he had little time to make a decision as to what to do, and given the frightening appearance of the wall of trees facing him at all sides of the overrun, it was not surprising he would have attempted to land in the least dense area of the trees available to him.  In cross-examination Mr Bradford said (trans p533-4):

	“Mr Bradford, when a pilot is faced with this ‘agony of the moment’ situation he has to decide, literally (in) a split second what course of action he is going to take, doesn’t he? --- I think that is one of the points at issue.  At a place like Lake Evella, indeed in any situation where a person - a pilot suffers an engine failure shortly after take-off, the key to survival is having made choices beforehand so that one isn’t forced to make choices when time is so pressing.  And indeed, from my own personal experience, if these choices are not premeditated, then the chances of survival are quite low.”

		The evidence before me is that it is standard practice amongst pilots to ‘self-brief’ before take-off as to what course of action they will take in the event of an engine failure (or partial engine failure) shortly after take-off.  I find that the standard practice amongst pilots is, that if an engine failure occurs at a height less than that at which it is safe to turn the aircraft around and land back on the strip, i.e. in this case, less than 500 feet, would be to act generally in accordance with the emergency procedures described in the pilot’s operating handbook, Ex D18, p3-4 (see above); in other words, to land straight ahead with only small changes in direction to avoid obstructions, and to carry out the procedures relating to the aircraft there recommended.  I am satisfied, nevertheless, that if, in the circumstances, a landing in the overrun is not reasonably possible, the pilot would be justified in deciding to attempt to land in the trees, if there was no other reasonable alternative.  I find, therefore, that a competent pilot of Nicholl’s experience ought to have ‘self-briefed’ himself before take-off at Lake Evella accordingly.  The purpose of this self-briefing is to avoid having to make an ‘agony of the moment’ decision, should a power failure of any kind occur shortly after take-off.  In classical terms, the possibility of an engine failure or partial engine failure shortly after take-off was reasonably foreseeable.  The response called for an appropriate pre-arranged decision to land the aircraft in the overrun if this was reasonably possible in all the circumstances, and there was no better alternative  The critical decision Nicholl had to make at the moment the partial power failure occurred, is whether he ought to land in the overrun, or not.  This depended, in the circumstances, largely on the position of the aircraft relative to the end of the overrun, and its height.  Although there is no evidence that Nicholl had ever been to Lake Evella before, there is evidence that Nicholl had spent long enough at the airstrip, whilst waiting for the plaintiff and his other passengers, to have made a reasonable evaluation of the conditions, including, (1) the direction of take-off, (2) the approximate shape and size of the overrun, (3) the presence and height of the trees surrounding the overrun, (4) the presence of the small saplings and shrubs on the overrun, and (5) possibly, the existence of the slope in the overrun, although I note that Mr Plenty did not notice this when he first went to Lake Evella.  I consider that Nicholl ought to have been aware of or least the first four of these matters and taken them into account during his self-briefing.  He ought also to have known the length of the runway and the approximate direction and strength of any wind.  He was already well familiar with the aircraft, its characteristics and its load.  In these circumstances, Nicholl, as an experienced pilot, qualified and trained as a grade 2 flying instructor, ought to have known that a landing in the overrun following an engine failure occurring at or near the end of the runway would be possible only if the aircraft was at a very low height.  Probably what he could not have been expected to know is, precisely at what height.  This he would have to judge when he lowered the aircraft’s nose.  At that stage, he had but an instant to make a critical decision - whether to land in the overrun, or not.  Any delay in making that decision could well jeopardise his chances of a successful landing, and force his hand.

		The evidence of Mr Bradford is that, if the partial engine failure occurred above the end of the strip at a height of less than 200 feet, it was possible to land in the overrun.  Mr Bradford gave evidence that one of the tests he performed at Lake Evella involved a climb out at 80 KIAS pulling the engine back to idle 50 feet over the end of the runway, and selecting full flap in order to see for himself what Nicholl would have been faced with.  (Bradford also gave evidence of his own extensive experience of engine failures after take-off.)  He concluded that at 50 feet a safe landing in the overrun would be quite easy, at 100 feet achievable “with more determination” at 150 feet “achievable with increased determination”, and “getting very hard above that” (see generally, trans p530).  By ‘determination’, Bradford meant “lowering the nose and controlling the flight vector by using the elevator of the aeroplane” (trans p493).  He conceded that this action would necessarily involve an increase in the speed of the aircraft, and in particular, the aircraft would arrive at ground level at a faster speed (trans p529), but he also said the pilot should arrest the rate of descent of the aircraft reasonably before impacting with the ground (trans p529) - I infer from his evidence that this would be achieved by selecting full flap, and ensuring that the aircraft’s angle of descent was not too severe.  He also conceded that there was a risk of the nose gear digging into soft ground causing the aircraft to flip (trans p530).  Nevertheless, he adhered to his opinion that in all probability, at heights of 50-100 feet above ground level, the pilot ought to have landed in the overrun and, had he done so, the probability was that the passengers would not have been seriously injured.  I accept this evidence.  It is supported by the evidence of Mr Plenty, an experienced pilot and DAC’s former chief flying instructor, who was familiar with the conditions at Lake Evella and familiar with this aircraft (see especially trans p1015-1016).  I also accept Mr Bradford’s opinion that Nicholl, as a professional flight instructor, should have realised that this was his best option.

		It is probably necessary to explain why it was that Nicholl did not do this.  It is apparent from what he told Mr Colbert that his initial intention was to land in the overrun, but that for some reason he changed his mind.  I think the most probable explanation is that Nicholl delayed too long before making up his mind, probably caused by attempting to do trouble shooting checks before lowering the aircraft’s nose.  At this stage I find that it is probable that the engine had not completely lost all power.  The description given by the plaintiff as to the sound of the engine at this stage was that it “ran intermittently, so like on and off and on and off ...” (trans p65), and he felt the aircraft “push, pull, push, pull ...” (trans p65-6) “... and then it remained constant and - which could have been just the prop revving.  I don’t know whether - I didn’t feel the - the pull any more” (trans p215). Nicholl told Colbert, that he “had a partial power failure, checked the fuel mixture, and pulled off the power, selected full flap, attempted to land in what was left of the runway and overrun, saw he was running out of space, turned into the wind and clipped a tree ...” (trans p1197).  Colbert also gave evidence that he heard “noise that I put down to a person pulling the power away from the engine then silence for a second or two and then a “pop” and then there was no more noise” (trans p1192).  He described the “pop” as a noise similar to a car back firing (trans p1193).  I find that the engine did not lose all power until Nicholl pulled off the power.  By the time Nicholl decided to attempt to land, he must have been already well into the overrun, and possibly had not even significantly lowered his height.  It is not possible to make exact findings, but I think it is probable that Nicholl’s delay placed him in a position where he felt he could no longer land in the overrun.  The explanation for his severe manoeuvre to the right, and a high angle of bank, remains conjectural.  It may have been a panic reaction to a realisation that a crash into the trees ahead was inevitable; it may have been designed to bring the aircraft around to the place in the trees where the timber was lightest.

		I find that Nicholl was negligent in not immediately (allowing for reaction time), landing the aircraft in the overrun, and aiming for the longest section of the overrun (to the southeastern corner).  Had he done so, I find that, on the balance of probabilities, the aircraft would probably not have crashed into heavy timber, the wings and fuel tanks would have been left intact, no fire would have occurred, and the plaintiff would probably have suffered no more than minor injuries.

3.	The Liability of the 1st and 2nd Defendants

	The problem which arises in this case is who is to be held liable for the negligence of Nicholl:  is GFC or DAC, or (possibly) both?  Prima facie, the evidence establishes that Nicholl was an employee of GFC; but because of the peculiar arrangements which existed between GFC and DAC at this time, the plaintiff asserts that it is DAC which is vicariously liable to the plaintiff.  It will be necessary to examine those arrangements in detail, including, of course, the evidence concerning Nicholl’s employment.

3.1	Legal Authority of GFC and DAC to Conduct Flying Schools

	Both GFC and DAC are incorporated under the provisions of the Associations Incorporation Act (Ex P40 and D10).  Each body had its own members and elected committee.  They were, in other words, separate legal entities.  Each had separate Air Operators’ Certificates from the Civil Aviation Authority, issued under s 27(1) of the Civil Aviation Act (Cwth).  At the time of the accident GFC held an Air Operator’s Certificate authorising it to use Cessna 172 aircraft for charter purposes in the Territory (Ex P22).  DAC also held an Air Operator’s Certificate, but its certificate covered a wider range of uses of inter alia, Cessna 172 aircraft, including:

		“... flying training at Darwin Airport and such other centres as are expressly approved in writing from time to time by the Authority for the use by the certificate holder and in imparting practical instruction in the air in subjects in which a candidate is required to qualify for the grant of a licence or endorsement of a rating under Part V of the Civil Aviation Regulations.  This certificate is hereby endorsed with the following school ratings:

		(i)	a Private School Rating;
		(ii)	a Commercial School Rating; and
		(iii)	an Instrument School Rating;

	being ratings specifying that the holder is approved to give instruction in those subjects in which an applicant is required to qualify for a private pilot licence, a commercial pilot licence, or an instrument rating.” (Ex P23).

	Section 27(2) of the Civil Aviation Act provided, inter alia, that “except as authorised by a certificate .. an aircraft shall not operate in Australian territory ...”. s 27(8) provides that certificates are not transferable.  Section 27(9) states that s 27(2) applies only to flying or operation of an aircraft for such commercial purposes as are prescribed.  An owner or pilot of an aircraft who operates or permits an aircraft to be operated in contravention of s 27(2) commits an offence:  s 29(1).  It was assumed by the parties that the regulations prescribed flying training as a prescribed commercial purpose for the purposes of s 27(2):  certainly it was not suggested otherwise, and none of the parties sought to suggest that the certificates were unnecessary or inoperative for any reason.

	Regulation 75 of the Civil Aviation Regulations provided:

		“Flight instructors

		75.	A person shall not give to a student practical flight instruction in the piloting of an aircraft unless:

	(a)	that person is:

(i)	the holder of a pilot licence endorsed with a flight instructor rating in accordance with Part V; or

(ii)	in the case of practical flight instruction in the piloting of an aircraft in agricultural operations - authorised by the Authority to give such instruction;

(b)	that person is, or instructs in association with, a person who is the holder of an Air Operator’s Certificate that authorises flying training; and

(c)	the student has received, or is receiving, ground instruction in accordance with such directions as the Authority has issued.”

	Section 40.1.7.2 of the Civil Aviation Orders provided:

	“A person may give practical flight instruction in piloting an aeroplane if:

(a)	he or she is the holder of a valid commercial or higher class pilot licence endorsed with a flight instructor rating in accordance with Part V of the Civil Aviation Regulations; and

(b)	he or she is, or instructs in association with, the holder of an Air Operators Licence (sic) authorising flying training.”

	Presumably the Order should be read as referring to an Air Operator’s Certificate.

	It is not in dispute that Nicholl held an appropriate pilot licence endorsed with a grade two flight instructor rating.

	Prior to the commencement of the Civil Aviation Act in mid-1988, it would appear that the regulation of flying schools was dealt with by the Air Navigation Regulations and Orders.  DAC’s Flying School Licence for 1986-87 (see Ex P23), is issued pursuant to the Air Navigation Regulations.  Air Navigation Order 80.1.3.2 required an applicant for a private school rating on its Flying School Licence to satisfy the Secretary that he has, and will use, a chief flying instructor possessing a grade one instructor rating.

	It is common ground that GFC did not itself, at any time employ anyone qualified as a chief flying instructor, and did not itself have, at any time, a Flying School Licence or Air Operator’s Certificate permitting it to operate a flying school.

3.2	The Arrangements Between GFC and DAC

	At some stage, well before the accident, GFC and DAC entered into an arrangement, which was still ongoing at the time of the accident, whereby a flying school at Gove was operated under the umbrella of DAC’s Flying School Licence.  It is this arrangement, which the plaintiff argues, gives rise to liability by DAC for the negligence of Nicholl.  Liability was said to arise in a number of possible ways:

1.	As a result of the arrangement Nicholl was the servant, or borrowed servant of DAC for the purposes of flying school operations at Gove; or

2.	Nicholl was DAC’s agent for the purpose of flying school operations at Gove; or

3.	GFC was DAC’s agent for the purposes of flying school operations at Gove, and Nicholl was DAC’s sub-agent for those purposes.

	No evidence was led by DAC concerning how these arrangements came to be formed, and what the arrangements were at the time of the accident.  The plaintiff was forced to prove the existence of these arrangements from documents subpoenaed into court from, inter alia, the files of the Civil Aviation Authority, and from documents held by the first defendant’s former solicitors.  DAC sought to explain its position through the evidence of Mr Iain Summers, who served as DAC’s treasurer through 1991 to 1995.  According to Mr Summers there was a new committee elected in 1991, and neither he nor anyone on the present committee had any knowledge of the arrangements.  In November 1992 DAC shifted its premises and as the new building was much smaller, a policy was developed that any records such as detailed invoices and payroll records not required to be kept for taxation purposes would be destroyed after five years; and in fact such records were so destroyed.  However, Mr Summers was doubtful that records, such as files relating to the Civil Aviation Authority, were ever destroyed.  He also claimed to be ignorant of monies being paid by GFC to DAC in relation to DAC’s “flying school licence costs”.  According to Mr Plenty, called on behalf of DAC, at the time of the accident a Mr W O Hodge was DAC’s president and club manager at the time of the accident, and had been on the committee for some years prior to this . He could not remember the names of any others on the committee in 1988-9:  “committee members came and went on a regular basis”.  Mr Plenty said he had not seen Mr Hodge whom he believed resided in Brisbane at DAC’s premises, since mid-1990 when he ceased to be DAC’s president, although he had seen him in Darwin on one occasion in about 1992 of 1993.

	I do not consider this evidence provides any sufficient explanation for the failure by DAC to call witnesses relating to the arrangements which must have existed between GFC and DAC, nor for the failure of DAC to discover documents which I find must have been in existence relating to these arrangements.  There is no evidence that DAC could not have located Mr Hodge or any other members of its committee at the relevant times to give evidence at the trial.  There is no evidence that Mr Hodge or the other former committee members left DAC under a cloud or held feelings of enmity towards DAC.  The evidence does not support the conclusion that all records relevant to the existence and terms of the arrangement have been destroyed or are no longer in DAC’s power or possession.  In these circumstances, I draw the inference from these failures that the evidence, if called, would not have assisted DAC:  see Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298 and the discussion in Cross on Evidence, para 1215 in the looseleaf edition.

	That there was some arrangement cannot be doubted.  By letter dated 29 June 1988 signed by Mr Hodge on DAC’s letterhead and addressed to a Mr Greg Milne, Operations Manager of GFC (part of Ex P1):

	“It has been brought to our attention that the Department will be carrying out a surveillance of your flying school in mid-July.

	As the Darwin Aero Club is the holder of your flying school licence, under which the Gove Flying Club operates, we request the date of the surveillance, so that we can organise our own inspection beforehand.

	If you could please reply as soon as possible so details can be arranged.”

	There is no evidence of what, if any, reply there was to this letter.

	By letter dated 20 July 1988 and on DAC’s letterhead, signed by Mr Hodge as President and addressed to the Secretary of Gove Aero Club:

	“As you are aware your flying club operates under the Flying School Licence of Darwin Aero Club, and as such our C.F.I. [Chief Flying Instructor] is responsible, according to the Civil Aviation Authority for various matters on your behalf.

	To date we have not asked you to contribute to the cost of upkeep of either a Flying School Licence or a C.F.I.  However, because of rising costs across the board, we are now requesting that you do share the Flying School Licence costs.

	We consider that $20.00 per month ($240.00 per annum) is a fair percentage.

	We would require a regular report of your flying hours, i.e. training hours, so that this amount may be varied as necessary - we may be too high!

	You may elect to have this billed to you monthly, or pay it per year, as we do, at the beginning of the relevant period which is August.

	All other assistance relevant to flying training is of course at your disposal at any time, and we look forward to being of help.”

	There is a note “answered 25-7-88” and a note “Paid $80 for July, Aug, Sep, Oct 88 on 10-8-88, cheque no. 274148, 468.5”.  This is an original letter and came from GFC’s records.  The handwriting appears to me to be the same as the handwriting of a person who wrote letters signed by Mr V A Giraud, the Treasurer of GFC (Ex D15).  I infer that these notes were made by someone on behalf of GFC, probably Mr Giraud.

	There is evidence to suggest GFC replied to this letter, but the reply is not in evidence, and there is evidence in the form of cheque butts from GFC’s records which show:

(1)	Cheque butt no 274148 dated 10/8/88 records a payment of $80 to “Darwin Aero Club charge for licence - July Aug Sep Oct” (Ex P15).

(2)	A receipt issued by DAC on 13/8/88 to GFC for $80 recording “July-Oct Federation Fees”.

(3)	Cheque butt 314625 (Ex P25(36)) dated 12/1/89 recording “Darwin Aero Club - CFI’s time for 2 BFR’s and share of licence ($40) $200.00”.

(4)	Receipt issued by DAC dated 29/3 for $80 to GFC for “Jan-Feb-Mar-April licensing fee” (Ex P39). There does not appear to be a corresponding cheque butt.

	There is no evidence of payments of $40 for this purpose after 29/3/89; nor is there evidence that such payments were not made.

	There is evidence that DAC provided to GFC the services of its Chief Flying Instructor, who assumed certain responsibilities in relation to flying school operations at Gove.  Nicholl was directed by GFC to report to DAC’s Chief Flying Instructor upon his arrival in the Territory.  GFC’s letter to Nicholl of 19 December 1988 (Ex P44) states:

		“This letter is to confirm that you have been successful in your application for the position of Grade II Instructor/Charter Pilot with the Gove Flying Club Inc ...

		When you arrive in Darwin would you please go over to the Darwin Aero Club and introduce yourself to Ed Plenty, the C.F.I.  He will advise you as to what times he has arranged to examine your qualifications and check and approve you as a Grade II Instructor for this Club.  We carry out all our training under the Darwin Club’s licence and the reason for the three days in Darwin is so that you may become conversant with the requirements of the CFI ...”

	Mr Nicholl attended upon Mr Plenty, who carried out certain checks on his ability to instruct students, and told him generally what had to be done in relation to record-keeping and other matters to which I will return shortly.  The evidence establishes that GFC paid DAC for Mr Plenty’s services (Ex P25(47)), paid Nicholl’s wages, paid group tax on Nicholl’s wages (see Ex D15), and paid Nicholl’s expenses whilst in Darwin to visit Plenty (Ex P25(37) and (39)).  There is no evidence that DAC paid Nicholl anything for acting as a flying instructor, nor that DAC paid GFC anything in relation to flying school operations at Gove.  On the other hand there is evidence that GFC paid DAC monies in relation to inspections carried out by DAC’s Chief Flying Instructor in relation to flying school operations at Gove:  Ex P37.

	GFC’s constitution (Ex P38), clause 30, provides:

	“30.	Training - Private Hire

	Until such time as the Club is able to hold a “Training-Private Hire” club licence, all training and private hire carried out in club aircraft or aircraft cross hired by the club will be done under the licence of the Darwin Aero Club with due observance and obedience to the Darwin Aero Club Operations Manual.  The C.F.I. of the Gove Flying Club Incorporated and his directions in this capacity shall be adhered to.”

	According to Mr Plenty, his understanding was that Nicholl was instructing on behalf of GFC (trans p988), he himself never attended at Gove at any time during the period between his ‘testing’ of Nicholl, and Nicholl’s death, and he had no recollection of Nicholl speaking to him during this period, although he conceded that he had told Nicholl before he left Darwin that ‘my door was always open if he sought advice of any nature’ (trans p989).  He claimed that Nicholl was never a flying instructor with DAC.  He agreed that Nicholl could not examine student candidates for pilots’ licences, that he had approval from the Civil Aviation Authority to do this, and that in 1990 he flew to Gove for this purpose at GFC’s expense.  He knew GFC had a copy of DAC’s Flying School Operations Manual.  Student records in relation to Gove were kept at GFC’s premises, and never sent to DAC.  There were no arrangements for cross-membership.  When he tested Gove students, he handed the completed test forms to GFC’s instructor.  He agreed that DAC conducted flying schools at Jabiru and Katherine.  On those occasions an instructor in DAC’s employ flew a DAC-owned aircraft to Jabiru or Katherine for the weekend and conducted flying lessons which were paid for by the students to DAC.  DAC did not go to Gove.  He denied that Nicholl was a remote-based flying instructor for DAC.  He accepted that he had a responsibility to Nicholl, and that only DAC’s C.F.I. could test Nicholl.  It is common ground that Nicholl and his predecessors were required to sign DAC’s Operations Manual.  He understood Nicholl was required to instruct in accordance with this manual, and that it was the responsibility of the C.F.I. to see this was done.  However, he was not required to directly supervise Nicholl.  He was required to ensure that flying training was conducted as required by the regulations, that Nicholl kept the student records and log books in accordance with the regulations and that he use CAA approved flying syllabi.  He accepted that he was effectively GFC’s Chief Flying Instructor (as well as DAC’s), and to that extent he (but not DAC) personally controlled flying school training at Gove.  Consequently certain changes which GFC’s instructor might wish to make (e.g. changes to the operations manual, to the boundaries of the training area or the syllabus) needed his prior approval.  As to this matter, Mr Beville-Anderson, one of Mr Nicholl’s predecessors, gave similar evidence.

	There is no evidence in this case that monies paid to GFC for flying instruction were sent to DAC.

	According to the records of the Department, Plenty was regarded as the C.F.I. of GFC (Ex P54 p52(b)).  It appears from this document that the Department carried out an Administrative Surveillance Report on GFC on 28/2/89.  The “company structure” section of the report shows as follows:

“					Committee
					        
					        
	----------------------------------------------------------	Gove Flying
										
										
										
										
	CFI				Under DAC				
					-----------------			
	DAC				licence			D Nicholl
	Ed Plenty”

	On the other hand, in a letter of 9 March 1989 written by the President of DAC to “The Secretary, The Senate Standing Commission on Transport, Communications and Infrastructure”, it is said that DAC is “... directly responsible for flying schools at Gove, Katherine and Jabiru ...” (Ex P55).  Surveillance Reports relating to DAC show (Ex P58 and P59) GFC as part of DAC’s organisational structure for flying school purposes, and the chief pilot of Gove is listed under the heading ‘operational staff’.  It is likely that this information was provided to the Department by DAC.

3.3	Conclusions

3.3.1	Who was Nicholl’s employer?

Counsel for the plaintiff, Mr Anderson QC, submitted that, at the time of the crash, Nicholl was instructing Claudia Matzat; that he could not do so, except pursuant to a “licence”, that DAC held the licence, that Plenty was Darwin’s C.F.I., Plenty supervised Nicholl’s flying school instructor duties,  Plenty authorised Nicholl to conduct flying school training and the whole of the circumstances considered together showed that DAC, not GFC, was Nicholl’s employer for the purposes of flying school operations.

The defendants, on the other hand, maintained that there was no contract of employment between Nicholl and DAC; the engagement of Nicholl was by GFC who paid his salary and entitlements, and paid his group tax.  The aircraft in question belonged to GFC, there was no evidence it had been cross-hired to DAC and the evidence suggested GFC, not DAC, charged for flying instruction.

I find that there was a contract of employment between GFC and Nicholl, pursuant to the terms of which Nicholl was required, inter alia, to give flying lessons, i.e. that Nicholl was employed by GFC as both an instructor and a charter pilot.  I find that GFC paid Nicholl’s wages, deducted group tax from his salary, and met the kind of expenses which an employer would be expected to meet when its employee undertook to do things expected of him as part of his duties.  I find that Nicholl went to see Plenty at GFC’s request and expense, and as GFC’s employee, to obtain approval as a Grade II instructor for GFC to enable Nicholl to give flying instruction.  I find that Nicholl was required only to instruct members of GFC.  I find that Nicholl did not enter into any contract of employment with DAC nor did any such contract arise by implication.  There is no evidence that DAC paid Nicholl for his services as a flying instructor.  The evidence shows on the contrary, that GFC paid DAC for Plenty’s services.  There is no evidence that DAC controlled Nicholl’s hours of work, or told him when, where or whom he may instruct.  Nicholl worked only in GFC’s aircraft which GFC maintained.  Nicholl worked only at Gove, and his office was at GFC’s premises.

Although there is some evidence to suggest that DAC, through Plenty, exercised some control over Nicholl’s activities as an instructor, that is not enough to establish, by itself, the relationship of master and servant.  Whatever control DAC had, it did not extend to such matters as to whom Nicholl could instruct, which aircraft he could use, or when or where he could operate.  As Mason J said in Steven v Brodribb Sawmilling Co Pty Ltd (1985-6) 160 CLR 16 at 24:

	“But the existence of control whilst significant, is not the sole criterion by which to gauge whether a relationship is one of employment.  The approach of this Court has been to regard it as one of a number of indicia which must be considered in the determination of that question ... Other relevant matters include, but are not limited to, the mode of remuneration, the provision and maintenance of equipment, the obligation to work, the hours of work and provision for holidays, the deduction of income tax and the delegation of work by the putative employer.”

I do not find the Civil Aviation Authority’s records helpful on this issue. The records are equivocal.  Accordingly, I find that, at the time of the crash, Nicholl was GFC’s employee and not DAC’s.

3.3.2	Was Nicholl DAC’s Servant pro hac vice?

Although the plaintiff did not strongly press this argument, I will briefly consider it.

Mr Larkins, QC, for the second defendant, contended that Nicholl could not have been DAC’s borrowed servant on the facts of this case because (1) it was GFC and not DAC which operated the flying school at Gove, (2) DAC did not exercise control over Nicholl when he was in flight instructing students, (3) there was no evidence that Nicholl was “lent” to DAC.

This depends upon the terms of the arrangement between DAC and GFC.

I conclude that the arrangements between GFC and DAC at the time of the accident were as follows:

1.	Flying instruction would be given to the members of GFC by a pilot holding an appropriate licence.

2.	The pilot would be employed by GFC.

3.	Instruction would take place at Gove using Gove’s facilities and a training area in that vicinity in an aircraft owned and operated by GFC.

4.	Students’ fees paid by the students to GFC to be GFC’s`.

5.	DAC would provide such supervision of training as was required to enable the students to qualify for their licences, through its Chief Flying Instructor.

6.	GFC would meet all costs associated with training including aircraft maintenance and fuel.

7.	Training would be carried out in accordance with DAC’s Air Operations Manual, which would be signed by the pilot.

8.	The pilot would use CAA approved flying syllabi and keep the student log books and records in accordance with the appropriate regulations.

9.	DAC would, through its Chief Flying Officer, ensure that the training was conducted as required by the regulations, and that the student log books and records were properly kept.

10.	Changes to the operations manual, syllabus or training area required the approval of DAC through its Chief Flying Instructor.

11.	GFC would pay DAC:

	(a)	$40 per month towards DAC’s licence fees, to be adjusted from time to time according to the number of flying hours GFC’s members utilised for training purposes.

(b)	DAC’s reasonable costs and expenses.

12.	The pilot would be approved by DAC’s Chief Flying Officer.

13.	The pilot could seek the advice of DAC’s Chief Flying Officer in relation to training, as and when required.

14.	The students would be tested by DAC’s Chief Flying Officer.

15.	Students and the pilot would adhere to any instructions given by DAC’s Chief Flying Instructor in that capacity.

16.	The times at which the members were to be taught and the choice of members to be taught, would be left to the pilot.

17.	GFC’s aircraft would be used for flying school purposes under DAC’s Flying School Licence/Air Operator’s Certificate.

It is to be noted that in the year 25 August 1986 to 24 August 1987, DAC held a document entitled “Charter, Aerial Work and Flying School Licence” issued pursuant to Regulations 68 and 199 of the Air Navigation Regulations, whilst in the year 25 August 1988 to 24 August 1989 DAC held an “Air Operators Certificate” issued pursuant to s 27 of the Civil Aviation Act 1988.  The wording of the licence and the certificate, so far as relates to flying training, is identical in each document, save that references to the Air Navigation Act 1920 and Regulations and the Secretary of the Department of Aviation contained in the former have been substituted for references to the Civil Aviation Act 1988 and Regulations and the Civil Aviation Authority.  The Civil Aviation Act 1988, s 25, came into force on 1 July 1988.  It appears that after that date, the regulation of internal flying by Australian aircraft in the Northern Territory was controlled by the Civil Aviation Act 1988 and Regulations, whereas previously it was controlled by the Air Navigation Act 1920 and Regulations.

Reference was made by counsel to Air Navigation Order 80.1 (Ex D11), the assumption being that that Order was still in force and relevant to flying school training at the time of the accident on 1 July 1989.  Whether that is so or not, it certainly applied probably at least up to 1 July 1988.  Thereafter the detail of the requirements for flight instruction seems to have been governed by Civil Aviation Orders (see, for example, Ex D9).

Senior Counsel for DAC, Mr Larkins QC, submitted that there was no way, at any time, GFC could have obtained an Air Operator’s Certificate authorising flying training or a Flying School Licence under either of the relevant legislative regimes. His submission was that GFC and DAC’s arrangement was irregular and improper, and that the arrangement was either an attempt to satisfy the requirements which failed, or was a pretence to make it look as though the flying school, which GFC conducted, was operating lawfully; and he further submitted that the Department of the Civil Aviation Authority, or both, turned a blind eye, or a “blinkered eye”, to what was an irregular flying school conducted by GFC.  As part of this arrangement GFC needed the services of a Chief Flying Instructor in its employ, in order to comply, inter alia, with Air Navigation Order Part 80 (see the definition of “Chief Flying Instructor” and the requirements of sub-section 4 under the heading “Conduct of Operations”.  Consequently, although careful not to suggest that the agreement was illegal, he put it that the evidence supported a finding that it was GFC which conducted the flying school, albeit irregularly, and in order to do this, GFC needed the services of a Chief Flying Instructor, and DAC provided Mr Plenty as a service to GFC.

Mr Anderson QC, senior counsel for the plaintiff, submitted that DAC authorised GFC, through Nicholl, to conduct pilot training using DAC’s “licence/certificate”, and that what flowed from that was that DAC conducted flying school operations, and Nicholl was either DAC’s employee, borrowed servant, agent or sub-agent through GFC.

The question I have to resolve is what DAC and GFC intended by the arrangement, however it is expressed, that flying school training at Gove was conducted under DAC’s licence.

It is clear that GFC could not have lawfully operated or permitted its aircraft to be used by itself or by Nicholl for flying training under the terms of GFC’s Certificate.  However, if GFC’s aircraft were to be used by DAC, which did hold an appropriate certificate for flying training, it is clear that, subject to DAC having approval in writing from the Authority, neither GFC nor DAC would be in breach of s 27(1) of the Civil Aviation Act.  It is to be noted that DAC’s Air Operator’s Certificate permitted it to use any aircraft, so long as it was one of a class of aircraft including Cessna 172 aircraft.  DAC’s certificate did not specify that the aircraft needed to be owned by DAC; so long as the aircraft was “used by” DAC.  It is difficult to see how either GFC, or Nicholl would be in breach of s 27(2) if they permitted DAC to use it in accordance with DAC’s Certificate.  Nicholl was authorised to give student practical instruction under Reg 75 of the Civil Aviation Regulations if (a) he held a pilot instructor licence endorsed with a flight instructor rating, and (b) he instructed “in association with” DAC (see also s 40.1.7.2 of the Civil Aviation Orders).

DAC, being a corporation, could only use GFC’s aircraft through an agent.  As Nicholl was not DAC’s employee, DAC would only lawfully use GFC’s aircraft, if Nicholl instructed, through Nicholl as DAC’s agent, or through GFC as its agent, and Nicholl as its sub-agent.  Similarly, if Nicholl was DAC’s agent or its sub-agent through GFC, Nicholl would have been giving instruction “in association with” DAC.

The objective facts show that the true nature of the arrangement is not inconsistent, in my opinion, with the above scenario.  DAC had, through Plenty, satisfied itself as to Nicholl’s competence to provide instruction.  There is a suggestion that this was necessary before Nicholl could “instruct for GFC”, but the same applies if Nicholl instructed “in association with” DAC.  It is not clear that GFC and DAC must have intended that the aircraft, when flown by Nicholl, was not being “used by” DAC.  Of course, there are factors which suggest the possibility that this was all a sham, or to put it more kindly, that the aircraft at the relevant time was used by GFC and not DAC on a mistaken premise that GFC would not be committing an offence if its operations were supervised by DAC, or as Mr Larkins QC put it, if DAC lent its services to GFC.  It seems clear, for example, that DAC was not paid by the students for instruction.  But it is incorrect to say DAC got no benefit from the arrangement.  GFC contributed $40 per month towards DAC’s licence fees, and GFC paid DAC from time to time for Mr Plenty’s services.  I do not think I should place great weight on the precise words used by Mr Hodge in his letters.  As a layman, he could not be expected to have expressed the arrangements with any degree of accuracy.  The expressions used are equivocal.  For example, in his letter of 29 June 1988, the expression is used “... as the Darwin Aero Club is the holder of your flying school licence, under which the Gove Flying Club Operates” is clearly not accurate.  In his letter of 20 July 1988 he states “... your Flying Club operates under the Flying School Licence of Darwin Aero Club ...”; this may also be inaccurate in that it is possible that DAC did not at that time have a “Flying School Licence” as such; and if it did, it is not clear precisely what this means.  Similarly, Mr Giraud’s letter of 19 December 1988 is equivocal as to what is meant by “... we carry out all our training under the Darwin Club’s licence ...”.  Clause 30 of GFC’s constitution is also ambiguous.  Mr Plenty’s opinion of the arrangements does not assist.  He had no first hand knowledge of them and clearly was expressing a personal belief.  The other documentary evidence, to which I have referred (Mr Hodge’s letter to the Secretary of the Senate Standing Committee) and the surveillance reports, are either equivocal or tend to support the proposition that DAC and GFC told them that the flying school operations at Gove were part of DAC’s organisational structure, suggesting some sort of agency arrangement, with DAC as the principal.

It was open to DAC to call evidence from Mr Hodge or from the former Committee members to show that the arrangement was such as contended for by Mr Larkins QC.  It did not do so, and as I have said previously, I can infer from this that the evidence of these witnesses would not have assisted their case:  see above.  Of course the burden of proof is still upon the plaintiff to show that DAC was responsible for Nicholl, and as Cross on Evidence puts it (para 1215):

“... while the rule in Jones v Dunkel permits an inference that the untendered evidence would not have helped the party who failed to tender it and entitles the trier of fact the more readily to draw any inference fairly to be drawn from the other evidence by reason of the opponent being able to prove the contrary had the party chosen to give or call evidence, the rule does not permit an inference that the untendered evidence would have in fact been damaging to the party not tendering it.  The rule cannot be used to fill gaps in the evidence, or to convert conjecture and suspicion into inference.”

Before I can draw an inference that DAC operated as a principal and GFC or Nicholl were agents or sub-agents, there must be some admissible evidence against DAC from which such an inference can be drawn.  I must be careful not to rely on evidence which, although admissible against GFC, is inadmissible hearsay against DAC - for example, the surveillance reports relating to GFC.  It was not proven that the information contained in those reports must have come from DAC.  Mr Larkins QC suggested that the surveillance reports relating to DAC were also inadmissible but having regard to Mr Plenty’s evidence (at Tr. pp 1051-53; 1069-72) I find it is probable that the information relating to DAC’s organisational structure came from DAC, and is therefore admissible. This is some evidence that DAC treated itself as the principal, when it came to flying instruction at Gove.  Ex P58 shows Nicholl’s predecessor, M Gleeson, is listed under the heading ‘operational staff’, employed full time, and based at Gove, and that DAC “caretake Gove”.  Ex P58 also shows “Gove FC” as part of DAC’s organisational structure, suggestive of GFC being DAC’s agent.  The diagram on page 2 is as follows:

“OPS MGR			
______  FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
				
CP/CFI	
 ___________________________________
				     		     
				     		     

Line Instructors		Gove FC	Katherine
Line Chtr Pilots				Tindal
	
Casual Chtr Pilots”

Under the heading “Operational Staff” is included the following:

		“GOVE

			B. TATT - GR2 30/4/90”

(Mr Tatt was Nicholl’s successor).

Under the heading “Permanent Bases” there appears a reference to “Gove-Self Sufficient GR2”.

Under the section “Administrative Surveillance Report Supplement Flying School” there is a reference in para 10, under the heading “Away from Base Training”, to “Briefing Facilities” at Gove (which is marked with a tick).

There is also the evidence to which I have referred which shows that, in relation to flying training at Gove:

1.	DAC’s Air Operations Manual was used and required to be used and was signed by Nicholl.

2.	DAC’s Chief Flying Officer exercised responsibilities in relation to supervision of record keeping; approving changes to the manual, to the boundaries of the training area or to the syllabus; and ensuring that Nicholl instructed in accordance with DAC’s manual, and in accordance with the regulations; ensuring that Nicholl kept the student records and log books in accordance with the regulations; ensuring Nicholl used the approved flying syllabi.

As these arrangements were entered into between the two clubs, that is enough evidence, albeit slender, to draw an inference that GFC acted as DAC’s agent for the purposes of flying training; I feel I am able to draw the inference more confidently in the absence of any evidence called by DAC from its former officers, or from its own records, to prove to the contrary.

Further, I consider this conclusion is supported by the general principle that if a contract can be lawfully performed or unlawfully performed, the court ought to draw the inference that it was the intention of the parties to perform it lawfully unless the contrary is clearly shown.  The principle is stated by Griffith CJ in Langley v Foster (1906) 4 CLR 167 at 180-181:

	“The proper rule for the construction of such an agreement is laid down in Sheppard’s Touchstone:  “That if the words may have a double intendment, and the one standeth within the law, and the other against the law, that it be taken in that sense which is agreeable to the law”. If, therefore, these words can be construed in a sense agreeable to the law, they ought to be so construed.”

In relation to contracts which require permits or licences to make them lawful, the Chief Justice continued, in the same passage quoted above:

“Moreover, it must, I think, be taken to have been in the contemplation of the parties that the timber could not be removed without a licence, and it must also be taken that it was the intention of the parties that it be obtained.”

In the same case, O’Connor J said, at p194:

“... I agree with my learned brother the Chief Justice that we must construe the contract as embodying an implied term that the purposes described shall be carried out in a lawful manner ...”

See also Hutchinson v Scott (1906) 3 CLR 359, esp at 368-9; Patterson v Lowe (1955) St R Qld 437 at 443-4.

I conclude that it was implied that the operations were to be carried out lawfully, i.e. in accordance with the appropriate Act, regulations and orders.  I can discern no intention by the parties to deliberately act illegally.

As there is no evidence that satisfies me that Nicholl was a party to this arrangement, except via GFC, I conclude that the intention of the parties was that flying training at Gove would be conducted by DAC, i.e. GFC’s aircraft would be used by DAC, through GFC as its agent, and that DAC would approve GFC’s pilot as GFC’s employee, and DAC’s sub-agent.  Accordingly, I find that this was what was meant by the parties when they agreed that GFC’s aircraft would be used for flying school purposes under DAC’s Flying School Licence/Air Operator’s Certificate.

In these circumstances, I am unable to conclude that Nicholl was a servant of DAC pro hac vice.  I am unable to find that Nicholl was “lent” to DAC.  There is a heavy burden to show that an employee of a general employer has become the servant pro hac vice of another.  What must be shown is that DAC had the entire supervision and control of Nicholl at all times during his training of the students, and, in particular, at the time of the crash:  Mersey Docks and Harbour Board v Coggins and Griffith (Liverpool) Ltd [1947] AC 1; Kondis v State Transport Authority (1984) 154 CLR 672.  DAC did not supervise or control the manner in which Nicholl flew the aircraft, whether during flying instruction or otherwise.  DAC was probably not even aware that, at the relevant time, Nicholl was providing training to Claudia Matzat.  There is nothing to suggest that the arrangements with GFC involved DAC being told or consulted about when training flights were occurring, or of the fact that Nicholl intended to go on a navigation exercise from Gove to Lake Evella.  Although Nicholl was required to adhere to any instructions given by Plenty in his capacity as Chief Flying Instructor, no instructions were given about how to fly the aircraft or what to do in an emergency.  As Nicholl’s employer, GFC could have instructed Nicholl not to train Mrs Matzat, or accept her membership, or not to fly the aircraft to Lake Evella.  There is no evidence that Plenty, in his capacity as Chief Flying Instructor, could have instructed Nicholl on how to fly the aircraft or what to do in an emergency, although as a skilled pilot, it may be that neither could GFC.  The question, in any event, is not what specific orders were given, but who was entitled to give them, the test being, who exercised exclusive control not only over the task to be performed, but also over the method of performing it.  In this case, control appears to have been shared, because DAC had no say over the task to be performed, i.e. whether or not Nicholl, on that particular day, would conduct with that particular student a navigation exercise involving a flight from Gove to Lake Evella.  Those decisions were left to Nicholl under the terms of the arrangement; but GFC could have prevented the flight from occurring; either on that day, or at all, as there was no obligation upon GFC to make the aircraft or Nicholl, available for use on the flight, or to teach any student it did not consider suitable, even if DAC had expressed a different wish about those matters.

I have already reached the conclusion that at the time the aircraft was being flown, it was being used by DAC, through its agent GFC, which in turn operated through its agent, Nicholl.  When an agent commits a tort in the performance of an act which he is authorised to perform on behalf of his principal, so that the agent stands in the very place of the principal, acting in his right and not in an independent capacity, the principal is liable for the tort of the agent, even if the particular act done was not expressly authorised, so long as it was within the scope of his authority; and it is immaterial that the control exercised over the agent would not have sufficed to have constituted the agent a servant:  see Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society Ltd v Producers and Citizens Cooperative Assurance Company of Australia Ltd (1931) 46 CLR 41.  I see no reason in principle why the principal should not also be liable when the tortious act was done by a sub-agent in the form of the agent’s servant in like circumstances, so that in reality the act of the sub-agent is the act of the principal, provided that the principal approved or ratified the sub-agent’s appointment.  In such a case, the acts of the sub-agent bind the principal as if done by the agent:  see Bowstead and Reynolds on Agency, 16th Edn, para 5-008.  In this case, DAC clearly expected that GFC’s aircraft would be flown by Nicholl and that Nicholl would carry out flight instruction.  DAC knew from the terms of the arrangement that GFC would use its pilot to carry out those functions.  In those circumstances, Nicholl’s appointment as sub-agent was impliedly, if not expressly, authorised by DAC:  see Bowstead and Reynolds, para 5-001. Accordingly, I hold that both GFC and DAC are liable to the plaintiff for Nicholl’s negligence; the former vicariously as Nicholl’s employer, and the latter because Nicholl acted as sub-agent for DAC:  a true instance, as Professor Fleming observes, of qui facit per alium facit per se: (Fleming, The Law of Torts, 8th Edn. p 343.)

4.	Liability under the Policies

The fifth defendant, the Pool, insured DAC at the time of the accident under two policies of insurance.  The Plaintiff claims that the Pool is obliged to indemnify DAC and/or Nicholl under both policies, in respect of any damages awarded in favour of the plaintiff.  The Pool claims that it is not liable under either policy.

	4.1	The “Plane Words” Aircraft Policy

		The first policy, Ext P2, is called a ““Plane Words” Aircraft Policy”.  Section 4, paragraph 1 of the first policy provides:

	“1. We will pay, up to the relevant limit of our liability stated on the Coverage Details Page all sums which you, or a pilot authorised by you who is within the class of pilots described on the Coverage Details Page, or any employer of such a pilot who may be held legally liable for the pilot’s acts or omissions, are legally liable to pay as compensation (excluding interest and costs awarded) as a result of the accidental death or bodily injury of other persons or accidental damage to the property of other persons caused directly by the aircraft or by any person or object falling from the aircraft.  Our liability under this paragraph is subject to paragraph 5 below.”

		“You” is defined by Section 1, and “refers to the Assured named on the Coverage Details Page.”  By reference to the Coverage Details Page, “The Assured” includes DAC.  I have already found that DAC is liable to the plaintiff for Nicholl’s negligence, and I deal with the question of the quantum of damages below.  I find that the plaintiff suffered bodily injury, that Claudia Matzat met her death as a result of the crash, and that the crash was caused directly by the aircraft in question, in that, there was a partial engine failure which, together with Nicholl’s negligence, led to the plaintiff’s injuries and Claudia Matzat’s death.  The clause does not require these consequences to be solely caused by the aircraft.  It is sufficient if the aircraft is a cause.  Both the plaintiff and Claudia Matzat are “other persons” within the meaning of Clause 4.1.  These words are not defined, and must therefore be taken to mean persons other than the Assured under the policy.  Neither the plaintiff nor Claudia Matzat fall within the definition of “Assured.”

		Counsel for the Pool submitted that Cessna 172 registration no. VH-RWQ was not “the aircraft” within the meaning of Clause 4.1.  I have already found that the aircraft was being used by DAC at the time of the flight in accordance with the arrangements between DAC and GFC relating to flight training.  Clause 1 of the policy defines “aircraft” to mean the aircraft identified on the Coverage Details Page.  The Coverage Details Page provides, under the heading “Particulars of Aircraft”:

	“Aircraft which are not your property but which Darwin Aero Club ... obtain for use by you with the permission of the owner, only whilst the aircraft is in your custody or control.”

	I have already found that the aircraft belonged to GFC.  Clearly under the terms of the arrangement GFC must have been taken to have given DAC permission to use the aircraft, if the intention of the parties was that the aircraft would be used by DAC.  Was the aircraft in DAC’s custody or control at the time of the flight?  I think it was.  If the aircraft was being used by DAC, for flying training purposes, it is difficult to see how the aircraft was not under DAC’s control at that time. True it is that the aircraft was physically in the control of Nicholl, but he was at the relevant time acting as a sub-agent on behalf of DAC.  

	Liability under Clause 4.1 is subject to Clause 5.  This provides:

	“We will not pay under Your Other Persons Cover in respect of any claim arising out of:

	(a)	the death or injury of your employees, a pilot’s employees or any other person where such death or injury is or ought to be covered by insurance effected pursuant to any worker’s compensation or employer’s liability legislation except claims made against you by a worker’s compensation insurer of another person for recovery of an amount they have paid in regard to that death or injury;

	(b)	the loss or damage to property or injury to animals belonging to any person insured under this Section or in their custody or control other than passengers’ baggage or freight if insured by us;

	(c)	any liability owed by you or a pilot under instruction to a pilot in command unless a limit of such liability is stated on the Coverage Details Page and the pilot to whom the liability is owed is within the class of pilots described on the Coverage Details Page.”

	It was not suggested that the cover was excluded by any of the terms of Clause 5.  Clause 5 (a) and (b) clearly do not apply.  As to Clause 5 (c), the Coverage Details page includes a limit of liability, in the case of “passengers” of $750,000 “in respect of any one accident ...”  Clearly the plaintiff was a passenger, and as Nicholl took control of the aircraft at the time of the engine failure, Claudia Matzat at that stage also became a passenger; but even if she were not a passenger, but a pilot under instruction, the Coverage Details Page includes a limit of liability of $500,000 in respect of personal injury to persons other than passengers.

	Mr Rose, Counsel for the Pool, submitted that liability was in any event excluded by Section 5(2) of the policy, which provides:

	“Contractual Liability

	You are not covered for any liability you have assumed under an agreement other than a contract of carriage of passengers or goods except to the extent that you would have been liable if the agreement had not been entered into.”

	Mr Rose submitted that DAC’s liability has been assumed under an agreement, viz., the arrangements entered into with GFC, and that agreement is not a contract of carriage for passengers or goods.  This depends upon what is meant by a ... “liability you have assumed under an agreement...” I have no doubt that the arrangements entered into between DAC and GFC amount to an agreement, and it is as a result of that agreement that DAC is liable.  However the terms of the agreement do not provide, in themselves, that in certain circumstances, DAC is to be liable.  DAC’s liability arises because of the relationship between the parties which the agreement created, not because of any express or implied term providing for DAC’s liability.  I, therefore do not see how DAC assumed a liability under the agreement.

	A similar argument arose in Port of Melbourne Authority v National Employers’ Mutual General Insurance Association Limited and Insurance Commissioner (1984) 3 ANZ Ins.Cas. 60-546.  In that case Gray J considered an argument that the insured had assumed a liability under a contract of service.  At p 78,201, His Honour said:

		“In this case, it cannot, in my opinion be said that the liability of the plaintiff to the worker arises from the contract of service.  The plaintiff’s liability arose from its negligent failure to provide a safe system of work.  Its liability, in a sense, is a result of the contract of service, but does not arise from it.  To succeed in his action, the worker did not have to rely upon any provision of the contract of service, express or implied.  The liability of the plaintiff arose from a breach of a duty of care which is imposed by law upon every employer. All that the plaintiff had to prove was the bare relationship of master and servant coupled with evidence of a departure from the standard of care thereby imposed.”

	In general, the cases to which I have been referred show that clauses similar to Section 5(2) of the policy apply to exclude liability only where the insured’s liability arises under an express contractual term, and not where the liability arises from a breach of a duty of care imposed by law as the result of a relationship created by an agreement:  see generally Hills Flooring Ltd v W.H. Foote & Co Ltd & Ors (1985) 3 ANZ Ins Cas. 60-646, and the authorities therein discussed; Sutton, Insurance Law in Australia, 2nd Edn., pp 662-3.  I reject Mr Rose’s submission that liability is precluded because of Section 5(2) of the Policy.

	Accordingly I find that DAC is entitled to indemnity under this policy, up to an amount of $750,000 in respect of the plaintiff’s claims for damages in respect of his own injuries and in respect of damages under the Compensation (Fatal Injuries) Act for the death of Claudia Matzat.  In addition, pursuant to Section 4(3) of the Policy, DAC is entitled to be indemnified against any interest and costs awarded to the plaintiff in accordance with the limits stated by that clause.

	4.2	The Second Policy: (Ext P3)

		Counsel for the Pool called this a “Hangar Keepers Policy”, but it is plain that this policy is intended to provide a wider protection than these words would imply.

		The preamble to the policy provides that the Pool will insure “the Assured”, (which includes DAC), ... “against liability in accordance with the attached wording which is deemed to form part of and be incorporated in this policy” and will ... “indemnify him or them [i.e. the Assured or its Executors, Administrators or Assigns] against all loss, damage or liability specified herein or in any attachment hereto that the Assured may sustain ...” not exceeding the sum(s)  insured ...

		The attachments included provisions as follows:

	“Subject to the terms conditions and limits hereof the Assurers will indemnify the Assured in respect of all sums which the Assured shall become legally liable to pay as compensation in respect of (a) bodily injury including death at any time resulting therefrom (hereinafter referred to as Bodily Injury) ... caused by accident ... arising out of the hazards set forth in Sections 1, 2 and 3 below.”

	Mr Anderson Q.C. submitted that the only relevant section is Section One which provides:

		“Bodily Injury or Property Damage

		(a)	in or about the premises specified in the Schedule,

		(b)	elsewhere in the course of any work or of the performance of any duties carried out by the Assured or his employees in connection with the business or operations specified in the Schedule, caused by the fault or negligence of the Assured or any of his employees engaged in the Assured’s business or by any defect in the Assured’s premises, ways, works machinery or plant used in the Assured’s business.”

	An immediate difficulty which faces the plaintiff in that the Bodily Injury was not “caused by the fault or negligence of the Assured or any of his employees engaged in the Assured’s business”.  [It was not suggested that the Bodily Injury was caused by any defect in the Assured’s premises, etc].  Mr Anderson Q.C. suggested that I should read “the Assured” to mean “the Assured or its agents”.  I do not accept that submission.  The words “or its agents” do not have to be implied into the wording of the policy to give it business efficacy. The policy specifically includes employees who are agents.  In this case the cause of the Bodily Injury as defined was a casual act of negligence by Nicholl.  But DAC was itself guilty of negligence; its liability is not purely vicarious, just as it would have been if Nicholl had been its employee.  The notion qui facit per alium, facit per se, shows that the act of an agent is the act of the principal, so that Nicholl’s act of negligence was DAC’s.

	However, the business or operations specified in the Schedule are “Aero club, aircraft owners and operators, hangar keepers, aircraft service/maintenance/repair.”  Flying training or flying school operations are not specifically mentioned.  There is no evidence which satisfies me that flying training or flying school operations are part of the normal activities of an aero club.  In addition, Mr Rose relied upon Section One which contains the following exclusion:

		“This section is subject to the following exclusions:-

		1.	....
		2.	Bodily Injury or Damage to Property 	caused 	by:-
			(a)	....
		(b)	any ...aircraft ... used or operated by or on account of the Assured, but this exclusion shall be deemed not to apply to aircraft owned by others which are on the ground ...”

	Mr Anderson Q.C. submitted that the Bodily Injury was not “caused by” an aircraft used or operated by or on account of the Assured.  He submitted that on its true construction, exclusion 2(b) should be restricted to injury caused by defects in the Assured’s premises, etc., but I am unable to accept this contention.  There is no ambiguity in the language of the policy wording.  To give the exclusion its ordinary meaning would not rob the policy-holder of any effective cover.  I consider that by its plain terms, Bodily Injury, as defined, caused by aircraft used or operated by or on account of DAC, is plainly excluded.  It was not suggested that the Bodily Injury was not caused by the aircraft.  I have already held, in relation to policy Ext P2 that as a matter of common sense the injuries were caused by the aircraft, as well as by the pilot’s negligence.

	Accordingly I find that DAC is not entitled to indemnity in respect of the plaintiff’s claims under the policy Ext P3.

5.	Damages

	5.1	The Quantum of the Claims Against GFC
	A number of factual matters relating to damages were the subject of agreement between the plaintiff, DAC and the Pool, but to which GFC was not a party.  Obviously I cannot have regard to any of those matters when assessing damages against GFC.  

	I am unsure whether or not this consequence was an oversight by counsel for the plaintiff, and whether or not I should simply assess damages as best I can on the basis of the admissible evidence led at the trial against GFC or whether I should allow the plaintiff an opportunity to re open its case against GFC in so far as damages is concerned.  I will hear counsel as to what course I should take so far as GFC is concerned, and proceed to assess damages solely against DAC at this stage.

	5.2	The Claim under the Compensation (Fatal Injuries) Act

		The quantum of this claim was agreed at $60,000 including interest.  I allow that sum.

	5.3	Past Special Damages

		The quantum of this claim is agreed, including interest, at $113,100 and accordingly I allow that sum.

	5.4	Pain and Suffering and Loss of Amenities

		A brief summary of the plaintiff’s life before the accident is set out in paragraph 2.3 above.  At the time of the accident he was approximately 35 years of age.  He was then in good health, with no apparent deformities or disfigurement.  He was in good employment which he enjoyed.   His main recreational activities were flying, bushwalking, volleyball, travel, badminton and bike riding.  His hobbies included making movies and electronics.  These hobbies involved the use of fine movements of the fingers, especially when using small tools and very tiny components.  He also had an interest in computers.  When he and Claudia arrived in Gove, they had the use of a 4 wheel drive and joined a local 4 wheel drive club.

		Immediately after the accident the plaintiff’s first recollection is lying on the ground and feeling pain more or less on the whole of his body.  He had suffered full thickness burns of the face, right chest, right upper limb and of almost the entire surface of both lower extremities.  In total, he was estimated to have sustained 70% burns.

		In addition he suffered a left colles fracture.  

		The plaintiff has no memory of significance until several weeks later when he found himself to be at the Royal Adelaide Hospital Burns Unit, under the care of Mr James Katsaros, whose report of 18 September 1990 (part of Ext P11), deals with his initial treatment and the position as it was up to then.  The plaintiff had been originally admitted to Royal Darwin Hospital for initial resuscitation and reduction of the fracture.  He was transferred to the Royal Adelaide Hospital’s Burns Unit on 2 July.  Initially the burns were treated with topical antibiotic cream for the first few days until it was possible to commence debridement of necrotic burned tissue and resurfacing with skin grafts.  Surgical procedures were carried out to this effect on 12 occasions between 6 July and 29 September 1989.  Unfortunately the plaintiff required a below knee amputation of his right leg, amputation of the right ring and little fingers at the metacarpo-phalangeal joints and amputation of the right index and middle fingers at the level of the proximal interphalangeal joints.

		The plaintiff, when he regained consciousness, did not know where he was.  He suffered from consistent bad dreams which he still recalls vividly (see Tr. pp 68-70).  Recollection of this period is still very distressing to him; he was visibly upset in the witness box.  He suffered intense pain, even though he was given a morphine drip and later, morphine injections.  He felt like giving up the struggle to stay alive, but was assisted by his parents who had flown out from Germany to give him moral support, and by his own resolve to return to Gove.  He described the discomfort of being in a laminar flow unit, which he likened to being in an oven, but having his body temperature out of control, being either freezing cold or boiling hot.  This did not last long; soon he was transferred to another room where he was covered thickly with antibiotic ointments.  He described the grafts as being very painful, particularly from the donor sites which came from his left chest area and left arm.  The graft for the stump was taken from the sole of the right foot after it had been amputated; the plaintiff described it as still feeling like a foot - sensitive and even ticklish.

		The plaintiff’s recovery was complicated by the development of deep vein thrombosis and presumed pulmonary embolism on 17 October 1989.  The plaintiff described this latter condition as an experience he would not wish on anyone; it was like a knife pierced through his back being twisted every time he took a breath.  This lasted two weeks.  He was treated with intravenous anticoagulants.  Apart from the medical and nursing treatment, he required constant supervision by a physiotherapist to maintain range of motion in the joints of his extremities.  The plaintiff found this difficult, painful and very stressful.  

		The plaintiff was transferred to Griffith Private Hospital on 30 October 1989 to continue rehabilitation on a more intensive basis, still under the care of Mr Katsaros.  There were many small unhealed areas on the back and upper limbs which took many months to heal.  He was still bedridden, except when showering or bathing, which he did in a wheelchair.  He developed blurring of vision, thought at the time to be the result of his psychotropic medication.  In April 1990 he was readmitted to the burns unit for further surgery.  Contractures of the upper and lower eyelids were released and skin grafted, and contracture of the right axilla was released and resurfaced with a scapular island flap.  These wounds took a long time to heal.

		During his time at Griffith his mornings were occupied by removing and replacing his creams, bandages and pressure garments.  This took about 4 hours and was very painful.  (The procedure is shown in a videotape Ext P14).  In the afternoons, after a rest period, he underwent an exercise program, including physical exercises, as well as, later on, learning to transfer to and from his wheelchair, learning to stand on his prosthesis initially with the aid of a walking frame and parallel bars, and so on.  The plaintiff described his progress as very slow, and it was hard to maintain his motivation.  The prosthesis caused blistering to his stump, and learning to use it was a slow and painful process.  He still experienced bad dreams very frequently.  He felt very depressed, and was given anti depressants as well as oral pain killers and injections.  He suffered numerous skin breakdowns which had to be specially treated with dressings which were particularly painful to remove.  He had a number of prostheses as his skin firmed and shrunk, but each change was a painful experience.

		Whilst at Griffith Hospital, the plaintiff came under the care of Dr Richard Johns who reports that he suffered haematuria and urinary tract infections on two occasions during this period.  He also began developing a claw hand on the left, later treated by Mr Katsaros.  He suffered five attacks of severe abdominal pains, two involving vomiting, probably caused by gastro enteritis, and requiring Pethedine injections.  He subsequently suffered cellulitis in the stump and palmar aspect of the right wrist, which were treated with intravenous drugs.

		Towards the end of this stay, he met his present wife Carmen Matzat.  By this time, he was able to use a wheelchair skilfully, he still had his pressure suit and face mask, and he was speeding through the corridors of the hospital (in fact, timing himself) when he met her at the front entrance.  Mrs Matzat’s recollection of their first meeting is slightly different, but nothing turns on this.

		In June 1990, he was discharged from hospital and went to stay with friends at Rostrevor, a suburb of Adelaide, for about a month, and then he flew back to Germany to visit his parents.  He felt uncomfortable at being stared at when in public in Germany, which was much more noticeable to him than it had been in Australia.  He was mobile with a wheelchair and walking frame.  He continued with physiotherapy and did some hydrotherapy in an indoor heated pool.  He still wore the pressure suit, which still took 3 to 4 hours to put on each day (done by his parents).  Whilst there, he had a new prosthesis made and fitted.  He kept in contact with Carmen, and began living with her when he returned in November 1990.  They were married on 8 January 1992.  Until about mid 1991 the plaintiff still used a walking frame; he then began to ambulate using crutches.  Now he is able to walk without assistance.

		In 1991 he experienced chronic ulceration of the right stump, and after experimenting with various creams he found that lanolin maintained good texture and softness of the skin.  In March of that year he was admitted to Hindmarsh Hospital where Mr Katsaros performed a full thickness skin graft to the right cheek and a composite graft to the right ala of the nose.  Overall this surgery went well, but the graft to the nose caused some buckling to the ala and some restriction of the right nasal airway.

		On 4 May 1992 he underwent further surgery by Ms Katsaros which included (1) a scar revision of the right side of the nose; (2) a scar revision of the chin; (3) decompression of the left ulnar nerve and the left median nerve at the wrist; and (4) a skin graft to the right upper eyelid in order to treat recurrent ulceration of the central eyelid.  The procedures were generally satisfactory but as time progressed it became apparent that hypertrophic reaction was occurring in the scars to the face, especially to the right cheek and right chin.

		He has been left with the following residual disabilities:

		1.	Severe scarring and cosmetic deformity to virtually all parts of the body.
		2.	Loss of the right lower leg.
		3.	Amputation and loss of length of four digits of the right hand.
		4.	Severe contractures and loss of function of the left hand.
		5.	A tendency for recurrent ulceration of burns of the left toes.
		6.	Contractures of the right flank and web spaces of the hands and remaining toes.
		7.	Reduced sensibility in the distribution of the nerves to the left hand; the decompression in 1992 was not successful.
		8.	Psychological problems associated with his deformity and loss of function.

		Mr Katsaros estimated that he had suffered an 80% impairment of his physical function and a cosmetic disability equivalent to 70% of the whole.

		So far as his psychological problems are concerned, these have been assessed by psychiatrists Dr John Cooper-Smartt, and Mr Darryl Bassett.  The former considered the plaintiff suffers from an adjustment disorder with depressed mood, a direct reaction to the circumstances of his injury and to the effects of this litigation, which would not improve until the litigation was finalised.  Mr Bassett considers that he suffers chronic post-traumatic stress disorder complicated by periods of intense sadness related to unresolved grief over the death of his first wife, (a mood disorder), as well as a sleep disorder.  He recommended treatment (anti-depressant medication) combined with cognitive therapy.  It is impossible for me to reconcile these opinions.  Neither psychiatrist was called to give evidence, and I have only their reports.  Suffice it to say that the plaintiff did suffer, and still suffers to some degree, from a psychiatric illness which leaves him feeling much depressed.  I have no doubt from what I saw of the plaintiff that the litigation has exacerbated this condition, and that it will improve when the litigation is resolved, but it may still take a long time to fully resolve, if it ever does.

		The plaintiff has also suffered from eye problems, causing blurry vision particularly of the right eye which tends to become watery in draughts and bright light, whilst the left eye tends to dry out.  Mr John Crompton, an eye specialist, considers that most of his eye problems are not related to the accident, except that the lid problems he suffered as a result of the accident have exacerbated a pre-existing blepharitis and accounts for the blurry vision and wateriness of the right eye. He considers that he will need to use lubricants to his eyes frequently as well as wear wrap-around glasses to protect the eyes from increased evaporation.  He will also need to be reviewed by an ophthalmologist every 6 months for a few years and then annually.  He considered his visual disability as a result of the accident to be in the order of 16% for the right eye and 5% of the left.  He advises against employment in windy, hot dusty conditions or in areas subject to chemical fumes.

		The plaintiff’s disabilities have also been assessed by orthopaedic specialists.  These are, in summary (mainly based on Mr P. L. Fry’s reports):

		1.	There is a problem with the prosthesis due to skin weakness which leads to breakdown in the prosthesis with function.  The plaintiff said he gets oedema from time to time when in contact with the sock or liner to this prosthesis and the end of the stump is not adequate.  Fluid tends to flow through the thin skin soaking the sock.  There is an area to one side of the foot graft where he gets break downs due to rubbing.  He also feels phantom pains and cramps in the area of the foot graft.
		2.	The left knee has suffered cruciate ligament stretching inside the joint, (probably a rupture), and there is a possibility of patellofemoral joint damage as well.  Pain is caused after sitting and when starting to walk and sometimes when walking, but this is not predictable.  There is evidence of earlier than normal degeneration in the joint, and instability which may well require future operative treatment, possibly involving three joint arthroscopies and a total knee replacement in later life.
		3.	The left ankle is permanently stiff due to soft tissue injuries and burns.  It causes no particular problems other than some abnormality in gait.
		4.	The soft tissues in the foot which have been affected have resulted in depression of several metatarsal heads in the sole of the foot which cause pain, which may be assisted by a sole pad. In the long term the plaintiff may need metatarsal osteotomy.
		5.	The function to the right hand is minimal.
		6.	There is nerve damage to the left hand, affecting his ability to grip (see Dr John’s report).
		7.	The plaintiff’s life expectancy is affected.

		These findings are basically supported by the report of Mr John Lipert, orthopaedic surgeon, but I note the following additional matters:

		1.	The grip to the right hand is limited in power and scope, with impaired sensation.  He is unable to handle large or very small objects.
		2.	There is mild restriction of movement on rotation of the right forearm, and supernation was restricted by one quarter.
		3.	There has been a loss of movement to the right elbow of 25 overall.
		4.	There is a slight loss of movement to the right shoulder.
		5.	There is loss of strength to the left hand.
		6.	There are fixed flexion deformities in the middle ring and little fingers at the DIP joints to the left hand, with wasting and impairment of muscles.  The claw hand appearance is due to the effects of the median and ulnar nerve palsies. He is unable to oppose the thumb to the fingers of his left hand and there is weakness in grip.
		7.	The phantom pain to the right stump have subsided.
		8.	There is loss of 15 of movement to the right knee.  
		9.	Movement to the left foot is mildly impaired.  The toes are stiff.  His foot is prone to swelling.  There is fixed dorsi-flexion deformity to the left great toe, which causes rubbing in his shoe.
		10.	There is loss of movement to the left knee. Inversion and eversion of the foot is reduced to half normal range.
		11.	His manual dexterity is grossly impaired in both hands.
		12.	His ability to walk is significantly restricted and will become further limited with the passage of time.

		According to the report of Mr Adrian Porter, the plaintiff, although his sexual function is intact, is azoospermic as a result of primary testicular damage.  I find that this is probably due to thermal injury.

		There is also medical evidence to the following additional matters (see the report of Mr Weightman):

		1.	The plaintiff needs to protect his skin from the sun with suitable clothing.  Sunscreens cause irritation when applied to scarred skin. He burns more easily and is more at risk of developing skin cancers.  These factors limit his ability to go outdoors.
		2.	He suffers constant loss of fingernails, causing significant discomfort.  This may stop with time, but is hard to predict.
		3.	His skin problems have caused permanent disability requiring continuous treatment at home resulting in severe limitation in the performance of activities of daily living, resulting in impairment in the range of 80-90%.

		The plaintiff still requires, and will continue to require assistance in dressing and undressing.  He has not required pressure suits since the end of 1992.  He has a number of prostheses which enable him to perform different functions such as swimming and bicycle riding.  He is still able to swim in the sea but not normally in chlorinated swimming pools.  The special prosthesis he uses has a flipper integrated into it and is of design of his own creation.  He does not swim at the beach, because people stare at him and sand gets into the joints of the prosthesis.  Consequently he has bought a boat which has a stern platform from which he is able to enter the water and climb on board.  He is able to ride a bike, (a special one) which he does for about half an hour a day, although he says he is lucky to do this without some consequences.  Nevertheless he enjoys this activity.  He used to enjoy running, which he can no longer do.  He purchased the boat about 3 years ago.  It is a 45 motor boat, and he enjoys taking it on trips into St Vincent’s Gulf.  He is able to walk on solid surfaces for about half an hour, before having to sit down for a rest.  He is able to drive an automatic car, which has had minor modifications to the seat position.  He no longer flies; he has found some fulfilment in operating his boat.  From time to time he has problems with his body’s temperature control due to the loss of sweat glands to most of his body.  On occasions he has had to take cold baths to restore his body temperature.  Temperatures below 30C do not normally trouble him if there is no excessive humidity.  This places some restrictions on him as previously noted.  He could no longer live in the tropics, and he has to stay indoors on hot days.  Although his stump is now fairly stable, it still shrinks and expands depending on activity and temperature which causes problems on a daily basis.  Usually the prosthesis is removed twice daily, sometimes more often, and the plaintiff is able to do this himself.  In warm weather, long clothing can cause sweating and overheating; but if he has to go outside, it is necessary to protect the skin from the sun.  He is not embarrassed to appear in public in shorts and a short sleeved shirt, but anything more than that causes him embarrassment.  He is able to hold a pen but not objects like matches and toothpicks, or objects larger than a stubby.  He is no longer able to pursue his former hobbies in super 8 movies or electronics which required fine hand movements.  He applies cream to his whole body daily to prevent the grafted skin from getting dry and brittle.  The face also requires lanolin, moisturising creams and sunscreens, usually several times daily.  The stump, left foot, left lower leg and kneecap are prone to skin breakdowns from the trauma caused by ordinary living.  The ends of the fingers and toes are painful if knocked.  He is able to use a computer, but constant use caused painful symptoms in the left arm.  He purchased an expensive computer system and educated himself in softwear and hardwear in order to establish a consultancy business working from home.  By mid 1994 he felt he knew enough to give this a try and with the help of a friend he began working at his friend’s business premises on a part time basis.  By Christmas 1995 the plaintiff discovered that he was unable to pursue a career in that area due to his inability to work under pressure and within time constraints.  He became frustrated, angry and depressed.  

		Over the new year, he decided to pursue a pharmacy course which he began at the University of South Australia in March 1996, on a part time basis.  He is enjoying the study and his disabilities create difficulties in doing aspects of the course, but he is generally coping, and is hopeful of doing the course full time next year.

		He still suffers from “depression,” or depressed moods, on average, about twice per month, but these appear to be lessening, and may eventually resolve to more normal levels.

		The plaintiff is interested in having some further revisions to his facial scarring by a plastic surgeon.  He has written to surgeons in the United States of America to make inquiries about this.  He intends to have plastic surgery  done to improve the appearance of his face.  He has so far not been able to pursue this for financial reasons.

		The plaintiff still needs assistance with dressing and his wife has to assist him when using the toilet.  He finds this annoying and embarrassing, and obviously this places constraints on his ability to be fully independent or to stay away from home for too long.  His preparations in the morning - showering, putting on skin ointments, and his prosthesis and having breakfast - take in the order of two hours.  Long standing makes him feel exhausted.  He is restricted in his ability to prepare meals for himself and food which needs to be cut is done for him.  He has difficulty in manipulating the pages of newspapers or in handling heavy textbooks.  He prefers to have a bath rather than a shower at night, which he finds more relaxing.  He needs assistance when bathing to help him into the bath.  He usually sleeps well, but still gets nightmares about twice a month.  They appear to be getting less frequent.  He is disappointed that he will be unable to have any children. He is unable to do handyman jobs around the house.  To assist in temperature control, his home is airconditioned.

		In cross examination he agreed that the litigation has worried him; he has felt anger over the delays in his case being brought to trial, and felt that his life was marking time until the trial was over.  He hopes to be able to get on with his life when the trial is over.  He had become very involved in preparing his case for court, and frustrated by the time it took.  I accept that, to the extent that the litigation has caused him to feel angry, frustrated and depressed and has prevented his further recovery, those factors will resolve after this ligation is over.

		He has also attempted to become an accredited interpreter; he hoped to become proficient in translating technical documents, but was not able to complete the course to the required level.  I do not consider that the plaintiff is likely to, or has the skill level needed to improve his qualifications in this area.

		He has not sought counselling or psychiatric treatment for some years, claiming that his present wife “was the best counsellor of all,” and has not used anti-depressants because of his experience with morphine.  He does not believe in taking mind-altering drugs, and none were offered to him anyway.  I am not convinced that his attitude is unreasonable.  Mrs Matzat is clearly very supportive of him.  He found the psychiatric sessions he attended were not assisting him.  He was advised by a psychologist to release his feelings of grief and depression by “letting it out,” (see Tr 282), and he uses this method.  The plaintiff is clearly a man of great courage and determination who in my opinion has worked very hard to make as full a recovery as possible from all of his injuries, despite numerous set-backs.

		As to the boat, the plaintiff is able to do some minor maintenance work himself, but generally this is done by friends or with professional assistance.  He is able to operate the dingy.  He described the boat as his “escape hatch” for many of his problems and “the focus” of his life.  He is in command of the vessel, and has obtained by examination a boat operator’s licence since the accident.  Mrs Carmen Matzat said that the plaintiff gets real enjoyment from the boat, but I am satisfied that she is an integral part of this enjoyment.  As she put it: “He can’t do without me, no.  I’m the boatswain; I’m the cook; I’m everything.” (Tr.363).

		Mrs Matzat said that because of his physical appearance and disabilities the plaintiff feels he must prove to others that he is still intelligent, and this makes him impatient, aggressive and distrustful towards others.  When she first met him he was positive and happy to be alive, but he has neither adjusted to nor accepted his disabilities, and this causes him to feel depressed despite her own efforts to try to pacify him.

		The last six months, and the period of the trial when the plaintiff was giving evidence were particularly distressing for him and were clearly related, I find, to the anxiety which the plaintiff has that he may not get justice, (about which he seems to be abnormally obsessive), and also to the pain caused to him of reliving the events of the past which the plaintiff wants to forget; he has drawn a line between his life before the accident, which he sees as finished, and his new life since the accident, and remembering his old life is painful to him.  The plaintiff is entitled to be compensated for all of this, but I consider it probable that much of this anxiety and pain, although not all of it, will abate with time, particularly when this litigation is finalised.

		Mr Anderson Q.C. submitted that the plaintiff’s pain and suffering in the first year after the accident was of an order such that it is hard to envisage anyone who could have undergone pain and suffering of that intensity.  He submitted that thereafter and continuing into the future, the degree of pain and suffering is higher than many who suffer more severe loss of amenities, such as quadriplegia.  The defendant did not dispute that the plaintiff has suffered very considerable pain and suffering and clearly was “a courageous patient who dealt with his rehabilitation in a positive fashion.”  In view of my findings, I accept the thrust of Mr Anderson’s submission.

		In arriving at an award, I must not allow for pain, grief and depression caused by the loss of Claudia Matzat which is allowed for in the award under the Compensation (Fatal Injuries) Act.

		Clearly the plaintiff’s cosmetic disabilities are of a high order.  I expect that he will probably undergo further cosmetic surgery to improve his facial appearance, and I take into account the possibility that his appearance will be improved, but at the cost of further surgery which will be painful and inconvenient, and the risk that the surgery will not be successful, or may involve further surgery.  The evidence on this topic is scant.  I am not in a position to make accurate findings as to the extent of the possibilities.  It is up to the plaintiff to prove his loss; therefore I approach the matter of assessment on this aspect of the case on the basis that the advantages to the plaintiff will over all significantly outweigh the disadvantages.  In any event, the plaintiff would hardly chose future surgery if they did not.  Nevertheless the plaintiff will be left with considerable disabilities, both cosmetic and in bodily function, as a result of the burns to his body, not only in terms of the scarring, but also in terms of the effects on his ability to live a normal life, as its plain from the findings made above, and is entitled to be significantly compensated for these injuries, and their effect on his enjoyment of life.

		I accept Mr Tippett’s submission that, notwithstanding his gross injuries, the plaintiff’s life still affords him considerable pleasure.  For the most part he sleeps soundly, although he still has bad dreams, he is able to enjoy food and drink, he is not on medications, (although he uses skin creams daily), his depressive symptoms are not constant, he is not unable to make friends, and he enjoys his boating activities, his bicycle rides (although not without pain) and short walks.  He is intelligent, enjoys the pharmacy course which is occupying him at the moment, although it leaves him physically exhausted at the end of the day, and has the warmth, love and support of his wife Carmen.  Nevertheless, he has lost much, such as his love of flying and his other pre-accident interests, the ability to be completely independent of others, the ability to have children, and the ability to pursue an enjoyable professional career in chemical engineering, to mention but a few of the more significant; and the extent to which he is able to enjoy his life is hampered with by his disabilities and by environmental factors.

		In one sense, no amount of money can ever truly compensate a plaintiff whose pain and suffering and loss of amenities is of a high order.  As I said in Rosecrance v Rosecrance (1995) 105 NTR 1 at 19,

			“I bear in mind that my task is to make a moderate assessment which is fair to both sides, and that damages for negligence are compensatory and not punitive.”

		Making due allowance for all these matters, and taking into account contingencies, both favourable and unfavourable, I award the sum of $200,000 under this head.  I apportion this sum, as to past pain and suffering and loss of amenities, in the amount of $120,000 and $80,000 for the future.

	5.5	Interest on Non-economic Losses

		The plaintiff is entitled to interest on the sum of $120,000 from the date of the accident until judgment pursuant to S.84 of the Supreme Court Act.

		In Rosecrance v Rosecrance, supra @ 19, I said:

			“This court has, since MBP (SA) Pty Ltd v Gogic (1991) 171 CLR 657; 98 ALR 193 awarded interest at the rate of 4% over the whole period:  McAuliffe v Vogler (Angel J, 29 May 1992, unreported); Thongbai v Northern Territory (Mildren J, 3 November 1992, unreported).  I see no reason to depart from this practice in this case, and no submission was made by the defendant that I should.”

		This aspect of my judgement is subject to an appeal to the Court of Appeal.  The appeal has been heard but not yet determined.

		Since delivering judgement in Rosecrance, my researches indicate that the matter has been considered by appellate courts in other jurisdictions.  In Queensland it has been held that it is necessary to give recognition to the fact that the detriments are suffered progressively over the period, which may be adjusted for by reducing the period for which the interest is allowed, or by adjusting the interest rate down, usually by half:  see Jackson v Bagwell (1992) 2 Qd R 390.  A similar practice has been adopted in New South Wales: Metro Meat Industry Board v Williams (1991) 24 NSWLR 54 @ 58-59;  Canterbury Bankstown Rugby League Football Club Ltd v Rogers; Budgen v Rogers (1993) Aust Torts Reps 81-246.  The position in South Australia, apparently is the same: Gogic v MBP (SA) Pty Ltd (1990) 53 SASR 394 at 398, 399, 401, 402.  The reasoning has been accepted by the Full Court of the Australian Capital Territory: Hallet v Schoevers (1992) Aust. Torts Reports 81-156.  The point was not specifically dealt with by the High Court in Gogic’s case.  

		Mr Anderson submitted that the rate of 4% should be applied over the whole period.  The defendant’s made no submissions on this point.

		In all the circumstances of this case, I consider that I should depart from the previous practice of this Court in this case.  Although the rate of 4% is somewhat arbitrary, as the High Court recognised in Gogic, supra, at p666, and from time to time rates of 5% and even 6% have not been interfered with by appellate courts; see, for example, Pickard v Haeberle-Turner (1992) 2 Qd.R. 425; Doherty v Liverpool District Hospital (1991) 22 NSWLR 284, I consider that there is no reason to choose a rate different from 4%.  However, a considerable part of the plaintiff’s pain and suffering and loss of amenities was suffered in the first year after the accident and at a much higher level than thereafter which his position gradually improved to its present levels.  I do not think that it would be just to simply halve whatever maybe the appropriate interest rate in this case:  see Hallet v Schoevers, supra.  Accordingly, I propose to adjust the interest by reducing the total amount by two fifths to reflect these factors.

		In the result, I allow interest on the sum of $120,000 at the rate of 4% per annum from the date of accident until the date of judgment less two fifths, and less a small further deduction to account for the period between the date of the accident and his regaining consciousness at the Royal Adelaide Hospital during which period his loss was relatively minor.  Accordingly I allow the sum of $20,000 under this head.

	5.6	Lost Earnings to the date of Trial

		Certain facts were agreed between the plaintiff, DAC and the Pool (Ext P62):

		(1)	Wages earned had the plaintiff remained with Nabalco
			YEAR				NET WAGE
			1/7/89 to 31/12/89			15,580
			1/1/90 to 31/12/90			33,011
			1/1/91 to 31/12/91			35,608
			1/1/92 to 31/12/92			37,142
			1/1/93 to 31/12/93			38,300
			1/1/94 to 31/12/94			40,171
			1/1/95 to 31/12/95			41,648
			1/1/96 to 31/12/96			41,963
							$ 283,060
			(plus interest at 10%).

		(2)	Housing allowance had the plaintiff remained with Nabalco
			Including interest, this totals $49,140.

		(3)	Annual Leave
			Including interest, this totals $8,510.

		The defendants put two main submissions.  First, the plaintiff had a capacity to earn income since early 1991 which he chose not to exercise and therefore the loss to date of trial should not reflect the total sums claimed.  Secondly, the plaintiff received the benefit of a salary continuance policy of insurance taken out by his employer with an insurer, which provided cover for the first three years and three months after the accident, and the amounts paid under the policy should be taken into account.

		As to the first of the defendant’s submissions, reliance was placed on the following factors.  First, the plaintiff’s general practitioner, Dr Johns says in his report of 27 March 1992 (Ext P11) that the plaintiff “could perform sedentary work in a satisfactory environment in a form where medical assistance, particularly re stump care, is readily available.  I believe this to have applied for approximately one year and likely to be the case for some years.”  Mr Katsaros in his report of 12 June 1991 says at p3:

			“I have previously stated what his physical disabilities will be and in summary this disability is related to poor hand function, right leg amputation, severe scarring and cosmetic disability producing a psychological effect and a risk of trophic ulceration of unstable scars.  Mr Matzat is therefore limited in the type of work that he is able to do and clearly he cannot do labouring jobs but it may be possible for him to find a suitable clerical job or any other interesting vocation which a motivated individual like Bernie may find.”

		Mr Lipert in his report of 17 February 1994, at p4, comments:

			“Regarding the future, Mr Matzat is aged thirty eight and he is geographically restricted in the areas in which he can work, and he would need to be employed in an office area.  He is a chemical engineer, but the temperatures involved in some factories may well cause difficulties.”

		Mr Lipert then goes on to observe that with the passage of time, he would expect increasing difficulties with the right stump, increasing problems of skin breakdown, increasing problems with the periphery of the other three limbs because of the effects of scarring on the blood vessels, and that walking will be further restricted in the future.  None of the other specialists offered an opinion on his ability to work.

		Having regard to the plaintiffs overall problems, I do not accept that the plaintiff is able to do clerical work in any normal work environment, or for any normal employer.  Having regard to the loss of function to the right hand which restricts his ability to write efficiently, the need for assistance when using the toilet, his difficulties turning pages, and his disabilities overall, it would seem that, at best, the plaintiff might be able to undertake some part time sedentary work which did not involve him being absent from home for more than half a day, and did not require manual dexterity.

		The plaintiff has already attempted to set up his own computer consultancy business.  This failed for the reasons which included not only physical problems with his right limb, but also because of psychological factors, the need to work to a schedule,  which caused stress, and his own inability to achieve sufficient technical competence. He also attempted to seek a future as an interpreter (this failed for the reasons already discussed) and for a short period some simple bookkeeping as honorary treasurer of a small non-profit making organisation, The Friends of The Brighton Library.  This hardly demonstrates a capacity to earn income as a bookkeeper.  He has since March of this year undertaken a course in pharmacy, as I have mentioned above.

		The defendants submitted that I may have regard to the failure of the plaintiff to take reasonable steps to obtain some employment and that I can have regard to the fact that it was reasonable for him to make some enquires about the possibility of obtaining work, which he failed to do.  In the circumstances of this case I do not consider that the plaintiff has acted unreasonably.  It is clear that whatever capacity for work the defendant has is very limited indeed.  There is no field of employment reasonably open to him, whether on as full time or part time basis, in any recognised category of employment.  The choices are, therefore, for the plaintiff either to find a sympathetic employer who is prepared to utilise what limited capacity he has left in a special way, or for him to be retrained so as to enable him to be able to be employed in some different capacity.

		There is no evidence that the plaintiff has been able to find such a sympathetic employer, and I do not think that he can be criticised for taking the other, and more sensible option, of trying to retrain himself, which he has done, so far without success, and continues to do by his present enrolment at the University of South Australia.  Far from being critical of the plaintiff’s efforts, he deserves praise for those efforts.

		It was submitted by the defendants that the plaintiff has not sought to engage in work because he was able to rely upon income he received from insurance policies and superannuation payments.  The plaintiff, to his credit, conceded that there was no financial pressures upon him to find work, and that if there were, he may well have gone about things differently (see Tr p286), but I am nevertheless of the opinion that the plaintiff’s injuries have precluded him from exercising what little capacity he has left, otherwise that by finding a sympathetic employer prepared to utilise what limited capacity he has in a special way, and the only other alternative is retraining.  I am satisfied that he could not return to chemical engineering, even in doing research.  It was not submitted that this was reasonably open to him.

		I therefore reject the defendant’s first submission.

		As to the second submission, part of the plaintiff’s employment package with Nabalco Pty. Ltd. included a salary continuance coverage: see Ext. P63.  It was submitted by Mr Tippett on behalf of the defendant that the amounts paid under the policy should be taken into account because:
		(1)	the premiums were paid by the employer;
		(2)	no premiums were paid by the plaintiff;
		(3)	the policy was a true indemnity policy designed to meet the very loss for which damages are claimed; and
		(4)	the purpose of the policy was to meet the plaintiff’s loss of income.
		Mr Tippett’s submission was that the benefits under the policy should be classed as salary, so that the plaintiff suffered no loss.

		The evidence about this comes from two sources:
		(1)	the plaintiff’s evidence at Tr300; and
		(2)	Ext P63.  

		The sum total of the plaintiff’s evidence was as follows:

				“Mr Maurice QC: After the aircraft crash, Nabalco - did Nabalco pay your wages - salary for some time? - - - Yes, they had a continuance scheme which was I think part of the super fund arrangements with an insurer.
				Yes? - - - And which was paid I believe for - in a situation like mine, at a maximum of 3 years after stopping work for - or after an accident or whatever.
				Yes? - - - It was a scheme at - yeah.
				So was it 75% of your salary for 3 years? - - - Yes, I believe it was three quarter of - yes.
				And 100% for the first three months? - - - You may be right there.  I can’t recall that, but it could well be so, yes.”

		Ext P63 comprises a bundle of documents as follows:

			(1)	Document headed “SALARY CONTINUANCE”.
			(2)	Document apparently summarising payments made to the plaintiff by Nabalco between July 1989 and January 1990.
			(3)	Letter from Nabalco Pty Ltd to the plaintiff dated 23 June 1988 confirming a “verbal” offer of employment.
			(4)	Document headed “Job Description”.
			(5)	Document entitled “Nabalco Pty Limited Staff Superannuation Plan.”
			(6)	Copies of what appear to be wage slips from May 1989 to October 1989 relating to Claudia Matzat’s and the plaintiff’s employment with Nabalco.

		These documents were tendered by the plaintiff without objection.

		The document headed “SALARY CONTINUANCE” is the only evidence which directly relates to the salary continuance policy.  The policy itself is not in evidence.  The authorship of this document is not indicated, but I infer that it is Nabalco’s document.  The relevant parts of this document read as follows:

			“A salary continuance scheme for salaried employees, arranged with Nabalco’s Insurers, is now in operation. 

			The Scheme provides coverage for continuance of salary for three years, subject to a deferment period, in the event of total disability arising from injury or sickness which prevents an employee from attending work .....

			The Insurers will not pay for the first (90) days of disability.  Payment of benefit commences after this period.  Accrued sick leave will be used to cover the period between onset of total incapacity and commencement of payment of benefits ....

			Salary means the annual rate of salary ... received from the Employer by the Insured Employee immediately prior to any Event for which a claim is submitted ...

			The coverage provides identical benefits for each insured employee, as follows: -

			Maximum Insured Salary:	  $54,000 per annum
			Benefit:				  66.67% of salary
			Benefit payable to:		 [a maximum of 3 years]

			......

			Coverage will have an offset provision for Workers Compensation only.”

		The summary of payments made by Nabalco between July 1989 and January 1990 indicates that in July, August and September 1989 Nabalco paid the plaintiff’s salary at the rate of $3813.33 per month (gross).  This is the same salary rate as the plaintiff received immediately before the accident according to the pay slip for the period ended 30.6.89.  The document contains a notation:

			“The payments for July, August and September 1989 were made by Nabalco.  All other payments represent payments made by Nabalco’s insurers under a Salary Continuance Policy ...”

		The document that shows payments commencing at the rate of $2860.00 (gross) less tax of $764.31 per month.  This appears to be a rate of 75% of gross salary.  However counsel for the defendant conceded that the reduction should be limited to two thirds of the salary; presumably this means, in the light of the “Salary Continuance” document, two thirds of his salary at the time of the accident (not adjusted for later increments).

		None of the other documents are of much assistance.  There clearly was a staff superannuation plan, and according to the pay slips the plaintiff contributed to the plan an amount of $76.27 per month.  The letter of engagement indicates that the plaintiff would contribute 2% of his gross salary towards the plan.  $76.27 represents more than 2% of his monthly gross salary - in fact it is 2.67%.  This suggests either that the plaintiff contributed more than 2% or that the balance of his contributions went to pay the premium on the salary continuance policy. (The plaintiff had the right to contribute more than 2% under the provisions of the plan).  No cross examination was directed to the plaintiff as to whether he paid for the premiums on the salary continuance policy.  None of the parties sought to call evidence from Nabalco Pty Ltd.

		In these circumstances the evidence leaves it quite unclear whether or not the plaintiff paid for the premium by a salary deduction, or whether the whole premium was paid by the employer.  Counsel for the plaintiff, Mr Anderson Q.C., submitted that the onus of proof on this issue fell upon the defendants.  In any event, he submitted that I should infer from the scant materials that as the benefits under the policy were part of his salary package, the plaintiff should be treated as if he had made payments of the premiums.

		I agree with Mr Anderson that the burden of proof in this regard fell upon the defendant.  True it is that the burden is upon the plaintiff to satisfy me of the fact of the damage he has suffered both special and general and of the quantification in money of the amount to be awarded:  Watts v Rake (1960) 108 CLR 158 at 159.  The plaintiff has shown what his injuries were, the fact that he has been unable to work in gainful employment since the accident, and the quantification of his lost wages to the date of trial had he continued in his employment with Nabalco Pty Ltd.  If no more had appeared, the plaintiff would be entitled to be compensated on the footing of the full net lost wages to the date of the trial.  As Dixon CJ observed in Watts v Rake, supra at 159:

			“But while the foregoing are the burdens of proof which the law places upon the parties, states of fact may be proved by the evidence as the case advances or may appear as inferences which the evidence supports and those states of fact may authorize or even demand findings in favour of a party unless and until some further or other state of fact is made to appear by evidence.  There are, in other words, presumptions of fact as well as presumptions of law.”

		In the circumstances it is up to the defendant to demonstrate that the benefits under the policy received by the plaintiff should be deducted and to establish the factual basis for this.  It is well established that where a plaintiff takes out sickness and accident insurance and pays the premiums, the proceeds of the policy cannot be taken into account in favour of the defendant:  Bradburn v Great Western Railway Co (1874) LR 10 Exch.1; National Insurance Co of N.Z. Ltd v Espagne (1961) 105 CLR 569; Parry v Cleaver [1970] AC 1;  Redding v Lee (1983) 151 CLR 117.   The position is arguably different, where the plaintiff’s employer has paid the premiums:  Hussain v New Taplow Paper Mills Ltd [1988] AC 514; but see Selby v The Commonwealth (1946) 47 SR (NSW) 150 at 153 per Davidson J.  I say arguably different, because, it is open to be contended on the authorities of this country that the purpose of the policy, irrespective of who took out the policy, or who paid the premiums, was to confer a benefit upon the plaintiff, not in relief of the defendant’s liability: see the observations of Dixon CJ and Windeyer J in Espagne, at 43; 44; Redding v Lee (1983) 151 CLR 117 at 125-6; 138-9; 152; 159; on the other hand it is also open to be contended, as the defendants argued, that because the benefit is payable under the terms of the plaintiff’s employment, there is no financial loss:  Graham v Baker (1961) 106 CLR 340.  If there was evidence that the plaintiff did not pay the premiums, I consider I should follow Hussain and hold that the benefits had to be taken into account.

		The evidence, although scant, allows me to draw the inference that in this case the policy was in fact taken out by Nabalco Pty Ltd and not by the plaintiff.  Does this make a difference?  It has been held by the High Court in Trident General Insurance Co. Limited v McNiece Bros Proprietary Ltd (1988) 165 C.L.R. 107 that a policy of insurance taken out by A for the benefit of B is enforceable by the latter, notwithstanding the lack of privity of contract between B and the insurer.  This is consistent with the view that what is of significance is not who took out the policy, but who paid the premiums.  As Bramwell B. put it, in Bradburn’s case, at 2:

			“In Dalby v India and London Life Assurance Company (15 C.B.365; 24 L.J. (C.P.)2) it was decided that one who pays premiums for the purpose of insuring himself, pays on the footing that his right to be compensated when the event insured happens is an equivalent for the premiums he has paid; it is a quid pro quo, larger if he gets it, on the chance that he will never get it at all.  That decision is an authority bearing on the present case, for the principle laid down in it applies, and shows that the plaintiff is entitled to retain the benefit he has paid for in addition to the damages which he recovers on account of the defendant’s negligence.”

		Similarly, in Espagne, Dixon CJ observed, at 573:

			“So in a contract of accident insurance; where in the absence of special stipulation the insurer will not succeed by subrogation or otherwise to the insured’s right of recourse against others in the case of injury by their negligence.  But for the reason given it does not follow that the negligent parties can treat the insurance as operating in relief of their liability.  It was effected by the money of the plaintiff for his own benefit in the event of an accident, a benefit both independent of and cumulative upon whatever right of redress against others might arise out of the circumstances of the accident.”

		See also Hussain, as pps 527-8 per Lord Bridge of Harwich.  I observe that in this case, there is no evidence that the insurers had a right of subrogation or offset where the plaintiff had a right to sue for damages at common law.  I also observe that I am unable to reach any finding as to whether or not the plaintiff was bound to participate in the policy.

		On the state of the evidence, I am not satisfied that the payments made by the insurers should be taken into account.  On the other hand, the first three month’s salary was, on the evidence, paid for by the employer personally, and is deductible as being made by the employer in the character of wages.

		Accordingly I allow the following:

		Net lost earnings to the date of trial	$283,060.00
		Agreed quantum of interest thereon	   87,056.00
							$370,116.00

		Less first three months net salary	    7,406.00
		Interest thereon at the agreed rate
		of 10% over 7 years 3 months	    5,369.00	   12,775.00
							$357,341.00
		Housing allowance			  36,400.00
		Interest thereon				  12,740.00
		Annual leave				    7,400.00
		Interest thereon				    1,110.00
						                              $414,991.00
	5.7	Damages for past gratuitous services provided to the plaintiff

		It is agreed that the appropriate cost for this head of damages is $10 per hour to the date of trial.

		5.7.1.	Ms Cathy Eggart

		The evidence is that the plaintiff stayed with Ms Eggart for approximately one month after he was released from hospital and before he went to Germany on 7 July 1990.  The plaintiff said she assisted him with his daily routine, which took, on his evidence, about 3 to 4 hours per day (Tr p.110).  This evidence was not challenged.  Accordingly I allow $35 per day for 30 days, i.e. $1,050.

		5.7.2.	The plaintiff’s parents

		The evidence is that the plaintiff stayed with his parents from about 8 July 1990 to 10 November 1990, or about 4 months, who performed the same services for him during this period.  The evidence does not disclose which parent performed which part of the service.  I allow for the assistance of one person at the rate of $35 per day for 4 months, i.e. $4,233.

		5.7.3.	The plaintiff’s wife, Carmen Matzat

		The evidence is that the plaintiff has been living with Carmen Matzat since 11 November 1990.  He was still wearing his pressure suit until sometime near the end of 1922.  Until then, his routine did not change.  According to Mrs Matzat the routine in the first two years was performed twice a day and took between 2 1/2 to 3 hours on each occasion.  Her assistance was clearly necessary.  She was not cross examined.  I allow 5 1/2 hours a day at $10 per hour for the first two years.  This totals $40,150.

		Thereafter, the time taken has gradually become less.  The plaintiff, over the next year, began to reduce his routine down to once a day, except for an occasional bath at night (Tr. 116).  The suit alone took half an hour, and this was no longer required (Tr 358).  However for the next 18 months the plaintiff had frequent breakdowns with his stump; during that period, Mrs Matzat said she “did everything”; “he managed to get to the toilet, he did that, but I did everything, yes.”  After that, the level of her assistance gradually lessened over time.  She presently assists him with showering, dressing, undressing, assisting him on the toilet, putting on his skin creams and ointments, doing up his shoe laces and buttons, cutting up food, peeling fruit, giving him massage and helping him with the bath.  There is no satisfactory direct evidence as to how long all this takes on a daily basis.  The majority of time is taken in the mornings when he dresses and showers.  The plaintiff said it took him 2 hours after he arose before he could leave for university.  Some of this time would be spent in having breakfast.  I allow 1 1/2 hours in the morning and another half an hour for the remaining items.

		Accordingly, I consider that I should allow 5 1/2 hours for the 18 month period after the first two years, and an average of 3 hours for the balance of the rest of the period up to the date of trial.

		I therefore allow as follows:

		(a)	November 1990 to November 1992	$40,150
		(b)	November 1992 to May 1994
			5 1/2 hours per day @ $10 per hour	 30,112
		(c)	May 1994 to November 1996
			3 hours per day @ $10 per hour	 27,300
						$97,562

		The total amount for past services is therefore $102,845.  I allow this sum.

	5.8	Interest on past services

		To this must be added interest.  The appropriate rate is 4%, the loss being “non-economic”.  I must allow however for the fact that the loss has spread over the whole period of 6 years.  If the loss had been evenly spread over the whole period it would be appropriate to reduce it to 2%.  However in this case there are two periods, one of 5 1/2 hours, and another of 3 hours.  I will therefore allow interest on Mrs Matzat’s past services as follows:

		For the period November 1990 to May 1994
		$70,262 over 3 1/2 years @ 2%	$  4,918.00

		For the period May 1994 to November 1996

		$70,262 over 2 1/2 years @ 4%	   7,026.00
		$27,300 over 2 1/2 years @ 2%	   1,365.00
						$13,309.00

		As to Ms Eggart’s past services I award interest at 4% over the whole period from July 1990.  This totals $263.00

		As to the plaintiff’s parents’ past services I award interest at 4% over the whole period from November 1990.  This totals $1,016.

		The total interest for past services is therefore $14,588.  I allow this sum.

	5.9	Wilson v McLeay damages

		The evidence is that the plaintiff ultimately reimbursed his parents’ the cost of their airline tickets to fly from Germany to Adelaide and back whilst he was hospitalised.  I find that the plaintiff’s parents’ presence in Adelaide was reasonably necessary to assist in his recovery.  There is no reliable evidence as to the cost of the airfares.  No claim is made in relation to the value of their time whilst in Adelaide or for their accommodation.  Doing the best I can I allow $2,000 including interest for his head of damage.

	5.10	Loss of expectation of life

		There is some evidence that the plaintiff’s life expectancy will be shortened:  see Mr Fry’s report of 11 February 1991.  Mr Fry does not venture any opinion as to what degree of shortening may be involved.  None of the other specialists comment on this.  I accept Mr Fry’s opinion, but can only allow a minimal amount on the basis of this evidence.  Accordingly I allow the sum of $500.

	5.11	Additional future expenses

		These have been agreed at $80,229.25.  Allowing for the contingencies of life, I allow the sum of $72,000.

	5.12	Future medical expenses

		These have been agreed at $53,650.  However it is by no means certain that the plaintiff will have the future plastic surgery, the cost of which is agreed at $35,000.  I must allow for the contingency that this may not occur at all, although I have found that the probability is that the plaintiff will have this treatment.  I assess that probability at 60%.  The other future medical expenses must also be reduced to allow for the contingencies of life.  Taking these factors into account I allow as follows:

		Future orthopaedic costs		$11,500.00
		Future GP costs				    7,150.00
							$18,650.00
		Less contingencies		       1,650.00	  17,000
		Future plastic surgery		     35,000.00
		Less contingencies		     14,000.00	  21,000
							$38,000

		Accordingly, I allow the sum of $38,000 under this head.

	5.13	Future gratuitous services

		It was submitted by Mr Tippett that no amount should be allowed as the need for future care has not been demonstrated.  I reject this submission. The evidence satisfies me that the plaintiff needs the care at the level he is currently receiving it from his wife, or if not from her, from someone else.  There is no probability that his condition will further improve, except to the extent that plastic surgery may improve the appearance of his face, and to the extent that his psychological problems will fade with time.  On the other hand, the plaintiff’s skin problems will not get any better, and his orthopaedic problems may worsen.  I infer that he will probably continue to need at least the same level of care as he is presently receiving, and perhaps more.  I therefore allow future care at the agreed rate of $12 per hour for 2 hours per day for the rest of his life. I make no reduction for contingencies which I consider balance out.  The appropriate multiplier is agreed at 806.  I therefore allow

		$12 x 2 x 7 x 806 = $135,408.

	5.14	Future lost earning capacity

		I refer to my previous findings concerning the plaintiff’s injuries, his ability to work, the future disabilities he will continue to suffer, and what he has done so far to earn income by retraining himself, his suggested ability to do clerical work, and his professional qualifications.

		Mr Tippett submitted that I should not find that the plaintiff has lost in total his future earning capacity, that he will eventually resume some professional occupation, that he has the ability and determination to successfully complete his studies as a pharmacist and pursue that occupation, that he is literate, and with his scientific background, submitted I should find on the balance of probabilities that he will be able, eventually, to resume employment at a level commensurate with what he could have earned as a chemical engineer.  I am unable to accept the thrust of this submission.  I find that the plaintiff’s earning capacity has gone save for  (a) the possibility he might find some benevolent and caring employer willing to utilise such skills as he has left on very much a part-time basis; (b) the possibility that he may retrain himself by completing his pharmacy course thereby enabling him to earn income as a pharmacist and (c) the possibility he may be able to do some part-time work from home such as using his computer skills.  I regard (a) and (c) as remote chances.  As to (b), I have no doubt that the plaintiff has the mental ability, scientific training, enthusiasm and determination to finish a pharmacy degree.  He is presently doing this course part-time, and he intends to see if he is able to study full-time next year.  I think a realistic assessment of him attending as a full-time student is that that possibility is most unlikely.  I think it is probable that he will eventually complete the degree.  However, I do not consider that it is likely that he will ever be able to work as a pharmacist full-time.  At most, I expect he would be able to work for about 4 hours a day.  There is no evidence as to the availability of part-time pharmacy work.  No doubt with so many all-night pharmacies, there must be some reasonable prospects of his being able to find some part-time work.  Doing the best I can, I consider that it will be in the order of about another 6 years before he will be able to get work in this area, and thereafter I assess his chances of getting part-time pharmacy work at about 60%.

		Mr Anderson, Q.C. submitted that the loss of use of his fingers for fine work would prevent him from working as a pharmacist.  He would certainly have difficulties filling prescriptions which required, as he put it, placing pills and tablets into bottles, but it is common knowledge that pharmacists rarely do that these days; most prescription drugs are pre-packaged.  To the limited extent that this caused problems he ought to be able to cope by using a suitable funnel or other device.  I consider that I must allow for the contingency that he will be able to do this kind of work at the level I have suggested.

		The plaintiff is now 42 years of age.  Given the extent of his future problems, which I have discussed, I do not consider that he would be able to cope with pharmacy work after 60 years of age.  This gives a period of about 12 years when he could be expected to earn income as a part-time pharmacist.  No evidence was presented as to his likely level of earnings as a pharmacist.  I doubt if, initially, a newly graduated pharmacist would earn $800 per week net if working full-time.  I expect a fair average for a part-time pharmacist would be about $300 per week, working 4 hours a day.

		It is agreed that the net loss as at the date of trial is $800 per week and that the applicable multiplier is 634.  This produces a sum of $507,200.

		Allowing for a period of about 12 years at $300 per week commencing 6 years into the future, I estimate the present net value of this to be about $132,000, using the 3% tables set out in Table 2, p 544 of Luntz, Assessment of Damages, 3rd Edition.  Allowing for a 60% chance that he will be able to earn this income, I assess the value of the plaintiff’s future lost earning capacity at about $430,000.  I make no further allowance for contingencies on the basis that other contingencies, such as the possibility of getting more highly paid employment balance out with the contingencies of life.

	5.15	Summary of findings on damages against DAC

		I have allowed the following:

		1.	Damages under the Compensation (Fatal Injuries)
			Act, including interest			60,000.00
		2.	Past specials, including interest			113,000.00
		3.	Pain and suffering and loss of amenities		200,000.00
		4.	Interest thereon				20,000.00
		5.	Lost earnings to date of trial including
			interest thereon				414,991.00
		6.	Past gratuitous services			102,845.00
		7.	Interest thereon				14,588.00
		8.	Wilson v McLeay damages, including interest		2,000.00
		
		9.	Loss of expectation of life			500.00
		10.	Additional future expenses			72,000.00
		11.	Future medical expenses			38,000.00
		12.	Future gratuitous services			135,408.00
		13.	Future lost earning capacity			430,000.00
							                           $1,603,432.00

		There will be judgment for the plaintiff against DAC for the sum of $1,603,432.00.  I will hear counsel for the plaintiff and for DAC on the question of costs.

6.0	Relief against the Pool

	None of the parties made any specific submissions about the nature of the relief which should be granted against DAC, probably because the relief to be granted would become self-evident once I had reached my findings in this matter.

	The plaintiff has sought a declaration that the Pool is obliged to indemnify DAC against the liability to the plaintiff, “by reason either of the said or the second policy or both of them.”

	I have found that the Pool is liable to indemnify DAC under the ‘“Plane Words” Aircraft Policy’, Ext P2, but not under the second policy, Ext P3.

	Accordingly, I declare that the Pool is liable to indemnify DAC in respect of its liability to the plaintiff up to an amount of $750,000.00 for damages (excluding interest and costs), and, pursuant to Section 4.3 of the policy, for such proportion of the interest and costs ordered to be paid by DAC, as the sum of $750,000.00 bears to the amount of the judgement sum of $1,603,432 (less the interest component thereof).

	The plaintiff also seeks an order in his favour enforcing the charge against insurance monies held by the Pool in respect of the liability of DAC to pay damages to the plaintiff in respect of the policy, Ext P2.  The charge over the monies payable under the policy, Ext P2, in favour of the plaintiff, exists by virtue of S.26(1) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act.

	Pursuant to S.27(1) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act I order that the charge over the monies payable to DAC under the policy Ext P2 be enforced in favour of the plaintiff.  The relief sought by the plaintiff against the Pool in relation to the policy Ext P3 is dismissed.  I will hear counsel for the plaintiff and for the Pool on the question of costs.

7.0	Relief against GFC

	I order that interlocutory judgement for damages to be assessed be entered in favour of the plaintiff against GFC.  I adjourn the further hearing of the assessment of damages against GFC and the question of costs against GFC to a date to be fixed by the registrar.

8.0	Minutes of orders and any further questions

	I direct the plaintiff to prepare minutes of the orders made.  I grant liberty to the parties to speak to the minutes.  In case there are any consequential orders required, following the settlement of the actions against the 3rd and 6th defendants, I grant liberty to the 1st, 2nd and 5th defendants to apply.


